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Abstract
Throughout the history of African slavery in the Caribbean, blacks have been stereotyped in
ways that reveal a belief held by their colonisers that they were sub-human, mechanical, beasts
of burden, rather than humans. An exploration of her selected fiction and non-fiction is
undertaken to demonstrate how Jamaican author, Erna Brodber, undermines and subverts
stereotypes of blacks as animals. This paper presents the historicity of this stereotype, its origin
and perpetuation, examining these as relevant first steps to outlining the severity of the problem.
The paper discusses in brief, Shakespeare’s The Tempest, which is believed to complicate and
perpetuate this stereotype in canonised literature. It explores the African worldview with
particular emphasis on the Africans’ concept of animals and their valued place within the
cosmos, juxtaposing this concept of the animal with that of Western civilisation. Brodber seems
to question whether the stereotype and treatment of blacks as animals is being perpetuated today
and whether this offers an explanation of how Blacks view and treat themselves and others. The
paper further posits that through her writings, Brodber subverts the stereotype, establishing that
‘we are not animals’ by celebrating what colonisers decried and demonstrating that the
assignment to Blacks of animal-like behaviours does not necessarily have pejorative
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associations. The paper concludes that Brodber convincingly declares in a strident moral voice
throughout her fiction and non-fiction, that we are not animals.
Keywords: Erna Brodber, stereotypes, animals, subvert

“Non-white people and in particular black people have been perceived as cattle and machinery
… by those – the Europeans – who transported them into the Caribbean and controlled their
economic lives.” (Erna Brodber, “Perceptions of Caribbean Women; Towards a Documentation
of Stereotypes”, ISER, UWI, Barbados, 1982).
As sociologist, historian, anthropologist, novelist and social activist, Jamaica’s Erna
Brodber uses her writings, fiction and non-fiction, to interrogate the myths and the many
stereotypes of the black man that have survived time. Not only does she interrogate these
stereotypes, but she also uses her works to dispel them and to awaken a black consciousness within
her readers and various other audiences about the necessity of completely obliterating stereotyped
identities that have shaped the realities of those in the African Diaspora for too many years. She
uses her works to offer prototypes as the antithesis of stereotypes – prototypes which she believes
are created by turning the colonisers’ weapons back on them.
Brodber uses her works to demonstrate what non-acceptance of these stereotypes would
mean. She thereby gives to her readers an alternate ideology. In place of stereotypes she offers
relevant models for blacks in the African Diaspora. She attempts to remove the overlay of a master
culture, doing so gradually in each of her first three novels, Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home
(1980), Myal (1988) and Louisiana (1994). If stereotypes were created gradually, then Brodber
shows that the removal of stereotypes will also be a gradual process. “It will come …” (147), the
protagonist says towards the end of Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home. The first step, Brodber
teaches, is to take the colonisers’ definition of blacks as animals and turn it upon itself. The Concise
Oxford Dictionary of Current English defines ‘animal’ as an organism other than man “which
feeds on organic matter, usually one with specialized sense-organs and nervous system and able
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to respond quickly to stimuli.” The description “other than man” captures the essence of the
colonisers’ view of Blacks. The ensuing paragraphs will show how Brodber takes the colonisers’
definition of blacks and destroys it through her writings and through her role as social activist.
But first, a moderately sustained look at the historicity of this stereotype. Indeed, the
documentation of this stereotype—its origin and its rapid perpetuation throughout Europe, the
Americas, and the Caribbean—is vital to this attempt to appreciate fully the nature, scope,
relevance and urgency of Brodber’s objectives. Also pertinent to our appreciation of Brodber’s
achievement, as will be seen later, is a discussion of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, and, even later,
George Orwell’s Animal Farm, for both of these function to elevate and complicate that stereotype.
Against the backdrop of these two texts, Brodber’s achievement assumes greater clarity and
precision.

Historicity
The belief that there are similarities between Africans and beasts is a long-established one:
it dates as far back as the 17th and 18th centuries. Some of the greatest thinkers of that time
perpetuated this ideology and demonstrated the extent to which the stereotype of blacks as animals
became entrenched in society. In 1756, French Enlightenment writer, Voltaire, spoke on the notion
of blacks as descended from monkeys: “It is a serious question … whether [the Africans] are
descended from monkeys or whether the monkeys came from them …” (“The News Blog: Blacks
and Animals”). In 1764, Dutch painter, Peter “Petrus” Campier, was one of the first to suggest that
skull measurements could be used to explain the relationship between apes, Negroes and
Europeans. He sorted them via his “facial line” theory: “If I make the facial line lean forward I
have an antique head; if backward, the head of a Negro. If I still more incline it, I have the head of
an ape (www.geocites.com).” Thus the “protruding jaw” became synonymous with the notion of
“lower development and of a closer relationship to primitive man” (www.geocites.com). For
Campier, then, an arrangement of skulls tilted at different angles showed a progression from the
lowly apes, to “Orangs, Negroes … the skull of an Hottentot … and the diverse European”
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(www.geocites.com). The latter for him represented the highest level of evolution, which he
defined as far removed from the primitive position with which Negroes are closely aligned.
Although this perception of blacks as animals can be traced as far back as the 1700s, it does
not belong only to the distant past. According to a 2005 CBS report in The News Blog, this
stereotype was “enshrined in law,” giving it credence even today. Historian Orlando Patterson
believes that the fact that slaves were the legal property of masters is what further permitted
thoughts of blacks as animals to flourish. Patterson references Clause #4 of a 1674 Act (passed in
Jamaica) which states that “all Negroes lawfully bought as bond slaves shall here continue to be
so and further be held and judged and taken to be goods and chattels” (80).
This law and many others like it left the slave open to being sold at any time, like an animal
no longer needed for duty. Or the slave could be used at any time to settle a debt the master owed,
in much the same way that one would use one’s chattel. Neither was it unusual to observe a sign
on the doors of restaurants that equated blacks with animals. One such is cited in The News Blog:
“Negroes and Dogs not allowed.” The perception of blacks as uncivilized animals has also entered
the court houses in more recent times and so, according to The News Blog, it is not unusual for
lawyers to refer to black male defendants as “laughing hyenas”, “vultures”, “tigers”, “mad dogs”
and “animals in the jungle.” In the well-known and documented Rodney King case of 199, where
this African-American man was brutally beaten by white police officers after his arrest for drunk
driving following a high-speed chase, animal imagery and the suggestion that King was sub-human
prevailed. The sounds he emitted during the beating were said to be animal-like, his strength subhuman; thus, the officers argued, it was necessary to beat and therefore control his animalistic
tendencies.1
Blacks were not only thought of as animals, they were also treated as such. In any situation
where a human being is enslaved by another, a likely result is the denigration of the enslaved. His
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The story has been well documented on such websites as www.npr.org, www.history.com, and has been captured
in such films as A&E's “L.A. Burning: The Riots 25 Years Later” and “The Lost Tapes”. George Floyd riots of 2020
have been reminiscent of King’s experience.
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or her self-worth will undoubtedly be questioned, and eventually the exploited will find no reason
to think of self as anything but inferior. “Slavery,” Frederick Douglass explains in his
autobiography, “has a natural and inevitable tendency to brutalize every noble faculty of man”
(xiii). R. Bickell, a clergyman who, during slavery, witnessed firsthand how blacks were
brutalized, wrote of the horrors he saw:
Slaves are so degraded and depressed in the eye of the law, as not to be considered
persons, but mere criminals or chattels … they can be seized and sold for debt …
and exposed for sale at public auctions. Tenderest ties of nature are broken in an
instant and the cries would not be in the least attended to, nor heeded any more than
the moans of so many animals (vii-viii).
Since masters believed the enslaved to be animals, they understandably treated them as such, and
since Blacks were perceived to be so low on the scale of humanity, it is not at all surprising that
they at times accepted the stereotype. Indeed, Frederick Douglass recalls; “I have often wished
myself a beast … I preferred the condition of the meanest reptile to my own” (43).
This stereotype of blacks as animals was perpetuated during slavery because it gave the
planters some modicum of control. They wanted to show ownership and in that way control blacks’
movements. They literally placed a stamp of ownership on their slaves, branding them in much
the same way that ranch owner would brand their cattle. Again, Reverend Bickell can be cited
here: “M any of the slaves [were] branded when they [were] inclined to wander …[emphasizing]
the disgraceful and disgusting appearance of seeing a human being marked like, or worse than, a
horse” (37).
The crossbreeding of animals is an age-old process, its main objective being to produce the type
of offspring which best combines the outstanding qualities of its parents. The Africans in the new
world were forced to procreate like beasts. Two strong, hardworking slaves were often crossbred
in an attempt to produce the finest quality workers. Brodber makes reference to this dehumanizing
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practice in her 2005 non-fiction, The Continent of Black Consciousness: On the History of The
African Diaspora From Slavery to The Present Day:
M rs. Burke’s forebear was mated with several different men to produce the best
strain possible. Her sex partner was not her business; it was the business of M aster
Gyles, who allowed certain men to mate with her…. The children of the mating
couple are not theirs but the property of the master … [the woman] had no control
over her body had no control over the issue of her body, she was powerles s, totally
dominated by another (18).
It is not too difficult to see, then, how the planters meant to steadily erode the blacks’ concept of
self as they were subjected to frequent comparisons to animals. As observed before, Western
civilization conceives of the animal as something far less than the human self. Animals are
degraded and thought of as having very little value to human life than as workers, as food, or as
pets. Similar to the concepts of blacks which prevailed during slavery, animals can be taught only
to a limited extent. For example, a parrot can only ‘parrot’ what he has been taught, while a dog
will roll over upon command but will not ‘return the favour’ and try to teach his master how to
fetch or how to bark. Horses, mules, oxen are used to assist with workload and their value is in
making life easier for humans.
Another value of the animal lies in the fact that it is controllable once captured and is
essential to lab and other tests. The London Telegraph newspaper quoted former Prime M inister
Anthony “Tony” Blair of England as saying that "there is no alternative for the foreseeable future
to using animals if we are to see the full benefits of scientific advances” (www.washtimes.com).
The pre-requisite to introducing new products to the market, especially those that might have a
negative chemical impact on humans, is to test the possible side-effects on animals first, thereby
preserving the life of humans but also simultaneously destroy ing the life of the animal. This
practice suggests a disregard for the value of animal life.
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There have, over time, been animal rights groups who have spoken out against the
treatment meted out to animals, and this regard for animal life is reflective of the abolitionists’
regard for the treatment of slaves. However, not all Europeans shared the concept of emancipation
for blacks. Similarly, not all who make up western civilization share the objectives of animal
rights groups, who, as their title suggests, believe that animals, like human beings, have rights and
should be accorded some degree of freedom and respect, including the lack of abuse. A Gallup
poll testing Americans’ reaction to animal rights goals, found that most persons surveyed were
unwilling to change their views of animals significantly. The results showed that of the 1,005
adults surveyed, “just 25 percent think that animals deserve the same right as people”
(www.jvma.org).

Africans’ Concept of Animals
When one looks at the Africans’ concept of animals and their place within the cosmos, it
is indubitable that had the survey been conducted there, the results would have been significantly
different. In the African worldview, environmental resources like land, plants, and animals have a
place within the sanctity of nature. Certain places like groves, rivers, and trees are believed to have
spiritual connections. This is no less true of animals. According to Obkuntogun in his exploration
of animal sacrifice among the Ebo people, “all of God’s creations have some relationship with
God and communicate with God at some level beyond our comprehension. Within Ifa, animals are
sometimes used to communicate our message to the spiritual realm. Each animal species has
distinct properties that are beyond our comprehension“ (tribes.tribes.net).
Thus Animals are highly valued in African epistemology and this value is reflected in the
treatment meted out to them. The Europeans believe in the sacrifice of animals in labs to attain
higher knowledge in science and thereby improve human life. The Africans also believe in the
sacrifice of animals “to cleanse a person of illness or misfortune” (tribes.tribes.net). Both have in
common this sacrifice of the animal supposedly for the greater good. However, Obkuntogun
emphasizes that for the African, “when an animal is sacrificed …it is first and foremost done with
7

respect … for the little bird whose life is taken in order that we may live better. …We perform in
acknowledgement that our lives will be taken suddenly in much the same way as the animal’s”
(tribes.tribes.net). Believing that animals are essential to their existence, Africans acknowledge the
animals’ place in the cosmos and feel compelled to be respectful to these creatures.
Brodber’s beliefs align with this African cosmology. As will be later argued, although
whites ascribed animal-like characteristics to blacks with the intent of demeaning blacks, Brodber
sees the positive characteristics and tendencies of animals and therefore gives them a place in her
novels. Africans further acknowledge that in some ways the animal is superior to the human being.
This means that in the African worldview the animal is admired, its strengths proudly
copied or imitated. For example, it is because of her conviction that animals’ “sense of smell is
much higher than our own” (tribes.tribes.net) that Brodber portrays M r. Dan in Myal, as someone
who is able to sniff out various situations and bring about change. In that same novel, her portrayals
of Percy the Chick and M other Hen are reflective of the Ifa (Yoruba religious) belief that the
chicken is the first animal inhabitant of the earth, a leader in its own right, and that “the chicken is
a favourite communicator of messages to the spirit realm because of its close association to the
deities from the very start” (tribes.tribes.net). This attribute perhaps explains why it is M aydene
Brassington in her capacity as White Hen and M iss Gatha as M other Hen who are given the task
of communicating the eradication of evil to others in the spirit realm.

Shakespeare’s The Tempest
Brodber is only one of many writers who have looked at the enslaved individuals who are
stereotyped and made to think of themselves as equal to animals. The presentation of the enslaved
as having animalistic tendencies can be traced as far back as the Elizabethan era and to British
playwright William Shakespeare in The Tempest, a major text in post-colonial discourse. This
work has been interpreted in the context of the colonial experience and the conclusions drawn have
some significance to what is being presented here.
8

Written in the seventeenth century, The Tempest presents Prospero, an overthrown Duke,
and his daughter M iranda, who both arrive on an island which is inhabited by native Caliban and
a spirit Ariel, whom Caliban’s mother Sycorax had imprisoned. Prospero eventually enslaves
Caliban and frees Ariel, who takes up the new position as Prospero’s servant. Conceived at a time
when the British and Europeans were expanding their territories, Shakespeare’s play places the
coloniser, Prospero, in the position of superiority and power. It establishes the inferior status of
the enslaved, showing him as being in need of civilising and the European as the nobleman who
will take on this mission. In Rewritten/Reinterpreted History in Literature, an analysis of The
Tempest is conducted, and Shakespeare’s play is juxtaposed with M arina Warner’s Indigo. In this
text Warner establishes that “through The Tempest Shakespeare … wilfully or unintentionally, was
part of the creation and establishment of myths and stereotypes that would be reinforced again and
again for the next three centuries, during the entire colonial period” (http://heima.olivant.fo).
Warner goes on to argue, quite convincingly, that Shakespeare ‘established’ and ‘reinforced’ these
myths and stereotypes when he used language to convey the notion of the enslaved as animal. This
notion is conveyed firstly in the name Caliban, which resonates as ‘cannibal’, a flesh eater. It is
strengthened through Shakespeare’s use of language in which the coloniser, this time Prospero’s
daughter, M iranda, whose “language is pure and good,” complains to Caliban that she “took pains
to make thee speak, taught thee each hour … when thou … wouldst gabble like a thing most
brutish” (Act 1, Sc 2, lines 356 - 360).
Frantz Fanon in Black Skin, White Masks speaks of conforming to the culture and,
specifically here, to the language of the colonizing power. Language establishes the inferior status
of the enslaved, who cannot attain the ‘pure and good’ language of the colonizer but rather
continues to ‘gabble’ even after attempts have been made to teach them a ‘better’ language.
According to Fanon,
every colonized people – in other words every people in whose soul an inferiority
complex has been created by the death and burial of its local cultural originality –
finds itself face to face with the language of the civilizing nation; that is, with the
9

culture of the mother country the colonized is elevated above his jungle status in
proportion to his adoption of the mother country’s cultural standards (18).
In The Tempest The concept of the enslaved as animal is also seen in the description of Sycorax,
“this blue eyed hag,” and Caliban, “the son that she did litter here … not honour’d with a human
shape” (Act 1, Sc 2, lines 271-286). Undoubtedly, it is this concept of the colonized that would
likely have been accepted as truth by all who saw this play during the Elizabethan era, and so
because Prospero’s story is told, rather than that of Sycorax or Caliban, Shakespeare’s play
preserved the stereotype of the enslaved as animal. M any contemporary writers have revisited this
concept through their own fiction. According to Rewritten/Reinterpreted History in Literature,
these writers have used their works to “rewrite texts, to fight their way into the crevices”
(http://heima.olivant.fo), as indeed Brodber does in both her fiction and non-fiction. M arina
Warner, in her novel Indigo, does a similar rewriting of the stereotypes that The Tempest
perpetuated. In her text, Sycorax, who was marginalised in Shakespeare’s play, is the central
character, and it is her half of the story that is told. She is established as the rightful owner of the
island that Prospero colonises, and it her exploitation as human being, rather than as an animal,
that is emphasised. Like Brodber, Warner permits the enslaved a chance to tell her story, which
was deliberately excluded by the European, in this case William Shakespeare. Sycorax “is
permitted to voice her side of the story, an honour she has been denied for almost 400 years”
(http://heima.olivant.fo). Like Brodber, then, Warner uses her works to reverse old and established
stereotypes - and not just of the enslaved as animals. By foregrounding this female character that
was ‘dead’ in Shakespeare’s male-centred play, she has also rewritten the myth of the ‘silent’
female – but that is another discussion for another time.

Animals in Brodber’s Non-Fiction
Shakespeare and Warner’s fictional works are included here as they form a backdrop
against which Brodber’s own works can be read in relation to stereotypes of the colonized Africans
as animals. In a number of her non-fiction works, Brodber has explained the many ways in which
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blacks were described as, and ascribed the treatment of, animals. In her 1995 lecture,
Emancipation—the Lessons and the Legacy: … As we forgive Those Who Trespass Against Us,
Brodber emphasizes this ascription to the blacks, expressing through associations with the animal
kingdom how blacks were treated under slavery. She describes them as being “shipped like
sardines through the M iddle Passage” (1), underlining in this description how tightly packed they
were on the ships and how little regard was given to their well-being. To emphasize how tirelessly
the blacks laboured, Brodber cites Solomon Northrop, a former slave who reports that “the
[blacks’] hands are required to be in the cotton field as soon as it is light in the morning … they
do not dare to stop even at dinnertime … until the order is given to halt by the driver” (4). The
order to “halt” given by the slave driver is reminiscent of an order given to Oxen as they plough a
field. The ‘animal’ has no choice but to keep working until signalled to stop. In the same lecture,
Brodber also makes cites Edward Long’s History of Jamaica, published in 1744” (5) where the
African was described in terms that put him closer to beast than man. His hair is likened to “bestial
fleece”. To quote: “the lice that infest their bodies are black; they have a bestial or fetid smell. This
thing was seen as “void of genus” and closely allied to the “orangutan” (5).
Without a doubt, Brodber highlights the stereotype of blacks as animals in her non-fiction
because she wants her listeners to ponder whether acceptance of this myth explains why blacks at
times treat each other like the animals they were thought to be. She posits:
Each of us has to look deep within ourselves for the legacy of racism and colourism
to see whether it is Long’s propaganda … which can allow us to put seventeen of
our youth, the fruit of our nation, in a cell meant for six, for thirty -six hours, and
remain indifferent to their pleas. Has Long gotten us to think like him, that we are
animals? (9-10)
Thus, Brodber forces her listeners to question whether this concept of blacks is one they are willing
to accept and to perpetuate. She pushes them to evaluate their position in this regard.
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Brodber does the same in The Continent of Black Consciousness: On the History of The
African Diaspora From Slavery to The Present Day. ‘Seven Second Sunday Seminars’ that
Brodber gave her community comprise this text, and, throughout, she references the stereotype of
Blacks as animals. In the chapter/seminar titled “Comparative Slavery,” Brodber underlines the
differences between the enslavement of the blacks and slavery amongst other races. The major
difference, she avers, is seen in the treatment meted out to blacks. According to Brodber, after
being taken to the new world, the slave learnt that “the only role he could play in this society was
that of chattel, and to this status he was assigned for perpetuity” (10)—for many generations the
descendants of the enslaved would also be relegated to the status of ‘chattel’.
Blacks were considered in need of civilization and it is on this premise that slavery was
justified. M asters needed this justification and so the notion of blacks as less than human—as
primitive and certainly as far lower on the scale of humanity than their European counterpart—
was propagated. M asters argued that outside of plantocracy and the supposed civilization blacks
were exposed to through interfacing with whites, blacks would regress to their primitive status. In
a later seminar, “The World the Freedman/Woman M ade,” Brodber guesses at the “thinking within
the ex-master’s mind” (57), stating that after emancipation
the myth of the lazy Negro was born. Again. This is a savage taken from
cannibalistic Africa and made by my association, half civilized. If he is not around
me, he cannot imitate me and must be egressing into Africanisms and such
barbarities. Ergo, blacks have regressed culturally since emancipation. How can I
relate to this lazy savage? (57)
In another of Brodber’s seminars, “From Juba’s Head”, the positive association of blacks
with animals is presented. She discusses the many definitions given to the word “Juba”,
highlighting that in Bambara “It refers to a hen, who has young children … [while in] Wolof, it
refers to tough-tough hair on the head” (138). Brodber later uses these definitions in her seminar
to examine mentally tough women who constantly nurture their young. Obviously, this positive
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rewriting of stereotypes of blacks as animals has its place in her non-fiction, but it is in her novels
that Brodber fully explores this phenomenon.
It is in the celebration of the very things that the planters decried that Brodber finds most
success in conveying her message that the Africans’ history and culture have value. This
celebration testifies to a people whose communities have well-developed traditional indigenous
knowledge systems, and it is these that inform their everyday life. Knowledge of animal patterns
and behavior, for example, is coupled with environmental management to make African
communities more resilient to environmental change.
In Indigenous Knowledge in Natural Disaster Reduction in Africa, James Kamara explores
the relevance of indigenous knowledge as underused but invaluable information and encourages
adaptation of it to mitigate the impact of natural disasters. Kamara states in his online article, for
example, that in Northern Ghana it is well known information that a change in birds’ cries or the
onset of their mating period indicates a change of season … Floods can be predicted from the
height of birds’ nests near rivers. M oth numbers can predict drought. The … cry of a specific bird
on trees near rivers predict onset of the rainy season for farming (www.environmenttimes.net).
This is invaluable knowledge which cannot be discarded if African history is to be
understood. It can result in the saving of lives and shows that if such indications can be given from
the animal kingdom, it is little wonder that animals are so highly regarded in Africa. The value of
animals’ intuition as outlined by Kamara cannot be denied. According to William Saleton, every
week we learn something new about animal brain power. Crows fashion leaves and metal into
tools. Ravens understand spying. Pigeons deceive each other. Rats run mazes in their dreams.
Prairie dogs make different noises to denote different animals… (www.slate.com).
This possibility that animals have a sixth sense has become more widely accepted in recent
years. Brodber seemingly shares this view and throughout her novels demonstrates to her readers
that the assignment of animal-like behaviours and characteristics to blacks—as was the case during
slavery—does not necessarily have pejorative associations. To be compared with animals that are
13

admirable on many levels is not at all pejorative. Armed with the knowledge and demonstrated
understanding of the African worldview and the place of animals within it, Brodber counteracts
the stereotyping of blacks as animals in her fiction. This stereotype is especially subverted in Myal,
where Brodber gives the names and characteristics of animals to her major characters. She shows
throughout the novel that it is these totemic characters that aid in the expulsion of unsavoury
members from the communities. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles explains
that a totem is
“the hereditary mark, emblem or badge of a tribe, clan or group …, consisting of a
figure or representation of some animal … after which the group is named; so
applied to the animal or natural object itself, [the totem is] sometimes considered
to be ancestrally or fraternally related to the clan.”
The totemic characters that play a central role in Myal are said by Evelyn O’Callaghan, in
Kunapipi, to “constitute a kind of Jamaican continuum from traditional herbalism to religious (and
thus, educational) subversion” (96). Brodber demonstrates what can be accomplished when the
distinct properties of various species in the animal kingdom are linked with the intelligence of
humans. She knows that the association of animals with things supernatural within the African
worldview is a concept that must be highlighted throughout her novels to effectively counteract
the colonizers’ stereotyping of blacks as animals. Characters like M r. Dan, Percy the Chick and
M other Hen wear their animal titles as badges of honour, and it is in this positive portrayal that
lends strength and depth to Brodber’s message.
Brodber uses the framing device of the fable to construct her novel, Myal. The fable
embraces the irrational in its presentation of a world peopled by animals who can talk and function
in much the same way as humans. Brodber’s fable demonstrates some superiority, however, as her
animals heal mysterious illnesses and supernaturally defend the innocent—as in the case of the
necromancer Willie the pig and M iss Gatha, M other Hen—and also communicate by telepathy:
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“Ole African was resting when the tap, tap of Dan’s code came through to him …
Reverend Simpson … settled himself … and let his mind move where it would to
deal with what issue it would …Willie, I’ve got your message” (65).
The Africans believe that one can be reborn into the soul of an animal. According to John M ibiti
In African Religions, this transmigration, often referred to as metempsychosis, denotes the
changing of a person into an animal. … Africans also believe that people may inhabit particular
animals after death, especially snakes, which are treated with great respect. Some African rulers
reappear as lions. Some people believe that the dead will reappear in the form of the totem animal
of that ethnic group, and these totems are fearsome (such as lions, leopards, or crocodiles)
(www.deathreference.com ).
In her writings, Brodber makes the convergence of the animal and human worlds a
deliberate one. She gives her characters other names – an act perhaps of erasing the alien names
(usually the names of their masters) given upon arrival into the New World. Brodber’s deliberate
naming of these totemic characters links them with animals with which they are familiar and which
they hold in high regard. Her deliberateness in this regard might also be read as an attempt to erase
the sense of an alien identity and replace it with one that reflects self-knowledge and pride.
Abesia Busia explains that “communal naming, an honour bestowed in many African
communities, is an accolade of acceptance” (qtd. in Davies, Fido 293). In Myal, M aydene
Brassington’s new name ‘White Hen’ is, for example, an act of acceptance into the community of
healers: “A new self had been revealed to her at M iss Gatha’s tabernacle … her name and function
were “White Hen” … she was and had been working with Reverend Simpson who was M r. Dan
… and the Necromancer M aster Willie...” (88). The totemic names M r. Dan (the dog); Percy (the
chick); White Hen; M other Hen; and Willie (the pig), are Brodber’s own way of acknowledging
this part of the African culture which embraces notions of a superior knowledge through alignment
of the human intelligence with animal intuition. Reverend Simpson, for example, is not merely a
man of the cloth; he is dog-like in his loyalty to sniff out various situations and thereby see to the
welfare of his parishioners’ bodies, souls, minds and spirits. In Myal he behaves like “a dog
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scenting a precious find, not knowing whether to bark or whine, to stand still or to rush about …
Then he sniffed the air … there is hope … my job can be done” (98). M ass Cyrus as Percy the
chick is equally effective. Having pecked through the mystery of Ella’s illness, he knows that it is
“not worms and … no black boil … either” (1) which ails her. In his role of ‘Chick’, M ass Cyrus
enacts an intelligence that is superior to the ‘white man’ M r. Brassington, as he has both the logic
of man (in his role as M ass Cyrus) and the intuition of an animal (as Percy).
These totemic characters discern evil, as in the case of M other Hen (M s. Gatha), and once
they do, it is their task to exorcise that evil. The totemic characters know truths which the other
characters could not even begin to guess. M ass Cyrus knows of Ella’s illness, for example, and
further realizes that curing her body is less significant than touching her spirit. The necromancer’s
insight into the fact that “the half has never been told” (65) is another example of the totemic
characters’ trans- dimensional faculty. These are not characters that are searching for an identity.
They do not feel less human and do not bemoan their positions because they have been given the
name and characteristics of various animals. Rather, they know and embrace their identities and
carry out their functions effectively.
By using these totemic characters, Brodber addresses the lessons conveyed by the Primary
School Reader, from which these characters are drawn, to impressionable children. This text was
a part of the primary school curriculum in Jamaica over 30 years ago. As Ella realizes in Myal,
through the written word children are invited into complicity. The Primary School Reader tells a
story to children and accentuates how they should react to authority figures. This concept is
rewritten in Myal where the animals are the ones with a superior status. What the writer has sought
to do—and has accomplished—is the rewriting of a hitherto inferior or inadequate identity of the
black man. The notion of ‘rewriting’ highlights the fact that the totemic characters represent
‘subversive potential’—stereotypes modulated into prototypes. Brodber presents them as
possibilities if perspectives are changed.
The trickster of African folklore, Anancy the spider-hero is used in Brodber’s novels, more
often than not, to make a point about his ability to survive various situations. Anancy, a spider in
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African mythology, falls under the broad category of ‘animal’, as was previously defined by the
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English. Tales of this heroic spider survived slavery. It is
believed that this was because the Anancy personality was an ideal response to the blacks’ new
world circumstances. According to historian Orlando Patterson,
The spider-hero tales survived largely because they were functionally adaptable to
New World slave societies … It seems plausible that the trickster-hero type tale
survived not by accident, but because it was socially and psychologically best suited
to the condition of the Negro in the New World (251).
As in the case of Anancy, it was at times necessary for slaves to play into the masters’ stereotypes
of them as ignorant and thereby glean information imperative for their survival. Brodber highlights
him in her fiction as yet another animal worth copying. Cleverness and the ability to endure and
survive trying situations are undoubtedly characteristics worth emulating. Leonard Barrett is of a
similar opinion and confirms Brodber’s stance when he explains that in Ashanti, Ananci Krokroko,
the great spider is the symbol of wisdom and in anthropological language, he is known as the
trickster deity. Anansi … has these components which make him a folk hero par excellence for,
elusive and nimble of spirit and witty of tongue, he is representative of techniques of survival at
their best (33-34).
Anancy is said to provide the link between people and the supreme being. In the article
“Spiders in West Africa,” he is further said to have been involved in the creation of the world, and
in Ashanti culture, he is a god. His role is described as being “both lighthearted and profound,
often providing the link between people and the supreme being.” Anancy is a trickster, but it is his
wisdom and ability to get out of sticky situations for which he is best known. Amongst the Akam
people of West Africa, it is a common saying that "the wisdom of the spider is greater than that of
all of the world together."
Anancy is appropriately featured in Brodber’s Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home.
Brodber uses him to highlight that one can always find a way of escape from oppressive and
restrictive situations. In this novel when we first meet Anancy, he is seemingly lost, spinning
around and around in the forest without a sense of direction. Brodber uses this portrayal to
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highlight the blacks’ own sense of hopelessness and lack of direction after having been physically
and psychologically abused over time. When next Anancy is referred to, however, the writer’s aim
is to make the reader aware of how he survived. He did so by tricking and misleading his enemy,
thereby creating a way of escape for himself and his children. The displaced African, Brodber
seems to be saying, must at times see subterfuge as being necessary for survival and eventual
freedom. Anancy can spin a web and this ability becomes his protection. Likewise, displaced
Africans at times need to make ‘finely crafted kumblas’ to guarantee their own survival. The
writer, however, cautions readers to put these off when they become confining.
The reference to a fish in Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home also demands attention
here. Brodber appropriately reserves the novel’s last section, titled ‘The Fish’, to hint at the
protagonist Nellie’s eventual growth, for it is in this chapter that Nellie envisions her potential:
Last night I dreamt I was carrying a fish, a large sized parrot fish, so large that it
stretched my belly to the point where it became a square goldfish bowl with one
fish stuck crossways in it. I the nurse could touch the tail where had prepared me,
but no amount of bearing down could give birth to it. Strangely enough, I felt
neither sadness nor frustration nor even pain that the fish could not come for after
all I could see it (147).
In Jamaican folk culture, dreams about fish are believed to be indicative of pregnancy which, in
turn, is indicative of growth or re-birth. Brodber’s description of the belly becoming the bowl that
the fish is in confirms this. It is this pregnancy which demands attention, as what Nellie is on the
verge of giving birth to is not a human child. Rather, having undergone the process of realizing,
accepting and working hard to erase her fragmented past and identity, Nellie is now pregnant with
potential and with hope of giving new meaning to who she is and where she belongs.
The protagonist we are left with at the end of the novel is not one who is easily frustrated
with stalled events or with the birthing of something long-awaited, but one who is sufficiently
open-minded to realize and accept that “it will come” (147). In this way, Brodber urges her readers
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not to be frustrated when the possibilities and potential for growth and development of black
people seem to lie just outside of reach. That too will come.

Conclusion
The fable Animal Farm, written by George Orwell, is referred to in Myal. Toward the end
of Brodber’s novel, M r. Joe’s Farm is discussed extensively by the characters, but a perusal of the
novel itself shows that there are several lessons Brodber has attempted to impart which are closely
related to the lessons learnt from Orwell’s fable. Orwell explains in the introduction to Animal
Farm that “I write … because there is some lie that I want to expose, some fact to which I want to
draw attention” (v). This objective is similar to Brodber’s. The extensive use of animals, or at the
very least animal-like characters, in Myal is also an attempt to expose a lie. Like the animals of
Orwell’s novel, the blacks protested against the alien imposition of a ‘superior’ group: “M iss Peg
the donkey was tired of being ridden without being asked her permission; M rs. Cuddy resented
having her milk taken away from her …” (100).
In its introduction, Animal Farm is said to be about “what happens to ordinary people when
other people have power over them. And it is also about what happ ens to people when they get
complete power over others” (ix). Brodber’s reference to Orwell’s novel proves appropriate as the
actions played out on M r. Joe’s farm are clearly reflective of the rebellion of oppressed peoples
against their oppressors throughout history. Brodber effectively uses this fable to transmit her
message of potential, and the possibilities that are open to the blacks. Orwell gives this explanation
for the origin of his novel: “I saw a little boy … driving a huge cart horse along a narrow path
whipping it whenever it tried to run. It struck me that if only such animals became aware of their
strength, we should have no power over them … (xv).
Brodber’s aim extends beyond Orwell’s: to make these poor, whipped, exploited black
‘animals’ aware of their strength and thereby bring to an end all the inhumane acts to which they
were subjected. The ‘driver’ of these ‘animals’ are but ‘little boys’ and it is because they realize
their own smallness and inadequacy that they put a bit in the horse’s mouth and a whip in their
own hands. The colonizers' realization of themselves as ‘little boys’ in face of the strength and
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growing numbers of the black people led them to plant ideas of inferiority and animalistic
tendencies in the minds of the blacks to better control them
The final outcome of Animal Farm is what Brodber warns readers of her own works
against. At the end of Orwell’s novel, the distinction between the pigs and the men they entertain
is difficult to determine. Brodber’s novels and her nonfiction warn blacks against accepting the
labels, images and stereotypes ascribed them. In much the same way as M r. Dan explains to Ella,
Brodber makes her readers aware that their fight should be against those who have written and
mis-represented their history: “You have a quarrel with the writer…., you think, without an
awareness of certain things. But does he force you to teach without this awareness? Need your
voice say what his says?” (107).
What the writer is in effect saying is that there are conclusions one can arrive at on one’s
own. It is up to individuals to construct their own identity, to find their own niche without losing
their individuality, without causing another to wonder whether they are ’pigs’ or ‘men’. A person’s
report of what is not his or her own experience but that of another can only be accepted as limited
perspective rather than as total truth and is therefore open to acceptance or rejection. In essence
then, as Brodber illustrates, the Europeans’ recording of blacks’ history is second-hand reporting;
it is the blacks’ own experiences that should dictate their own truths.
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Introduction
Since her emergence as a writer in the 1970s, Toni M orrison has come to occupy a central place
in American literary history and is a dominant figure in the African American literary tradition,
which saw its resurgence in the 1970s following two peak periods of critical acclaim, the Harlem
Renaissance (1918-1937) and the Black Arts M ovement of the 1960s. M orrison’s oeuvre has
contributed significantly to the genre of the novel, through which she has foregrounded the Black
experience in America. Situating M orrison within a single field of study is impossible, given the
various spheres within which she functions. As editor, university professor, novelist, and public
intellectual, M orrison’s work spans several genres of intellectual, social, and cultural engagement.
As Dwight M cBride has observed, “M orrison’s corpus is best understood when read as a broad,
far-reaching intellectual contribution that defies our contemporary artist-scholar divide with which
we have become increasingly comfortable in the academy” (162).
Indeed, her contributions both as literary artist and scholar demonstrate her intellectual
commitment to the quest for freedom, and thus, to engaging dialogically and dialectically with
current discourses—class, race, sexuality, gender, and power—to grapple with obstacles to an
ethical understanding and a moral imagination that work toward the conceptualization of an
equitable future for the Black community and, indeed, for the world. In fact, M orrison avers that
her principal job as writer and social critic is to “rip that veil drawn over ‘proceedings too terrible
to relate,’” seeing this exercise as “critical for any person who is black, or who belongs to any
marginalized category,” (Margin 70). Historically such persons “were seldom invited to participate
in the discourse even when we were its topic” (70). M orrison’s work, then, invites careful attention,
as she moves consistently to destabilize the metaphysical infrastructure of white supremacy and to
envision a horizon of possibilities for racial harmony.
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The Liberatory Narrative and the Quest for Freedom
This paper focuses on M orrison’s use of the historical novel as a potentiating liberatory narrative,1
and reads M orrison’s work as evincing a shift in the focus of the African American novel whose
setting is unequivocally the African American community. It seeks to map the ways in which
M orrison’s literary work, and specifically, her novel, A Mercy, published in 2008, intersects with
and reflects her discourse on race in her non-fiction work. I argue that M orrison’s oeuvre is a
literary dialectic that seeks to dismantle racial hierarchy within and beyond the African American
community, to excavate the ontologically erased subject, and to call for meaningful re-articulations
of freedom in America. Across her oeuvre, M orrison brings scope and perspective to the African
American quest for selfhood and self-affirmation and asserts the inclusiveness of voice, agency,
and autonomy in constructing non-white subjectivities. Further, her essays and novels show how,
despite peculiar existential challenges, the African American community offers resources for
sustainable and life-enhancing transformations and provides a frame for envisioning a collective
humanity.
Refusing notions of racial hierarchies, and limiting static racial binaries, M orrison seeks to
foreground the voices of the discursively marginalized that have been pressured into silence by the
dominant historical and literary narratives of America. In her 1988 interventionist essay,
“Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American Presence in American Literature,” M orrison
argues that “the presence of Afro-American literature and the awareness of its culture both
resuscitate the study of literature in the United States and raise the study’s standards” (126).
“Silences are broken,” she continues, “lost things have been found, and at least two generations of
scholars are disentangling received knowledge from the apparatus of control” (133). In her literary
work, M orrison, too, is disentangling received conceptions of Blackness and Black ontology from
traditional apparatuses of control. In her novels, the liberatory thrust is evident as she engages the

1

Angelyn Mitchell, in The Freedom to Remember: Narrative, Slavery, and Gender in Contemporary Black
Women’s Fiction (2002), uses the term “liberatory narrative” to denote a literary genre which, while it refers to the
narratives of and about the formerly enslaved and their descendants, “reveals the unspeakable – indeed, the
unacknowledged – residuals of slavery in the context of black womanhood” (xii).
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discourse of race in ways that acknowledge its historical underpinnings and its importance to the
self-identification of the Black community, while also acknowledging that it is not the sole
defining factor in determining human potentiality.
M orrison contributes in a major way to an African American literary tradition that is
focused on producing tangible change and improvement in the lives of the African American
community. This tradition is steeped in the emancipatory efforts that informed the emergence of
the slave narrative and the protest fiction that followed. Her work is a continuation of that
imperative, concerning itself with the residual effects of slavery and the recuperative work still
critical to the production of a reality for African Americans that reflects human equality. Rather
than taking a reactionary, isolationist approach from which the Black experience speaks out against
white normativity, M orrison’s work eschews nihilism, and asserts the Black community’s
experience as an American experience.
M orrison’s novels incorporate and examine themes central to emancipatory narratives —
specifically, race, gender and capital—and the ways in which the limitations imposed upon these
categories impinge upon human freedom. Rather than locating the power dynamics and constraints
of these themes within an external, white context with which the African American characters
must contend, M orrison constructs an internal context within which the power dynamics of race,
gender and capital are intrinsic, and she insists up on historicizing these dynamics in her novels in
order to tease out the residual effects of slavery within American society and to articulate a
philosophy of the human that divests itself of the dehumanizing constructions of identity inherited
from the history of slavery. As Joy James observes, “M orrison’s own unblinking gaze fosters
critical self-reflection in regard to African American community” (133) and reveals to readers the
ugly consequences of racism. “Nowhere do M orrison’s essays argue for this perfected Black bliss.
Everywhere in her literature there exists the reality of the grim, bizarre, and determined struggle
in community that embodies both the rotting and the purifying” (133-4), as we see, for example,
in the novels The Bluest Eye, Song of Solomon, and Love.
M orrison’s novels explore a humanism that posits the African American experience as
potentiating a liberatory praxis, despite its history of dehumanization and disenfranchisement, and
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despite the internal struggles of abuse, self-negation, abandonment, and colorism, as evinced in
her very last novel, God Help the Child, published in 2015. In defying and dismantling systems
of domination and oppression, her African American characters must assert as well as protect their
humanity. M orrison’s humanism not only acknowledges the equality of difference but conceives
human dignity within a relationality of mutual recognition and respect.
In her 1998 essay, “Home”, M orrison avers that, “a-world-in-which-race-does-not-matter
needs to be thought of as something other than…a failed and always failing dream” (3).
She asserts that conceiving of a world in which race does not matter is synonymous with the idea
of “Home.” She thus sees the dismantling of racial hegemony not as “an impossible future” but as
a “manageable, doable, modern human activity” (3-4). This quest has, in many ways constituted
the focus and challenge of her literary oeuvre and other writerly endeavors. M orrison’s metaphor
functions not only to highlight ways of mapping “home” in literary and other writerly endeavors,
but also to interrogate the very nature of existence in America, and, ultimately, what constitutes
home and homeliness within frames of civility and citizenship. In short, she grapples with
questions of being and ontology. In her critical essays as well as her literary representations,
M orrison engages a philosophical gaze bringing into focus the need to reclaim parts of the human
landscape that have been elided in the literary narratives of the nation in order to achieve a broader
understanding of all that is encompassed in the term “humanity”. She observes:
We are the subjects of our own narrative, witnesses to and participants in
our own experience, and, in no way coincidentally, in the experience of
those with whom we have come in contact. We are not, in fact, ‘other.’
We are choices. And to read imaginative literature by and about us is to
choose to examine centers of the self and to have the opportunity to
compare these centers with the ‘raceless’ one with which we are all of us,
most familiar. (Unspeakable 133)
The philosophical exercise M orrison invites, the examination of Black existentialities—centers of
the self—is facilitated through her invoking the past and embracing history as an integral
component that is denied in “raceless” constructs of the self. Her project is to claim space that is
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both contested and contingent in order to keep in view the idea of a viable and inclusive humanity
within national boundaries, and to imagine, beyond these precincts, a universal humanity.
In her now classic collection of essays, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary
Imagination, M orrison asserts that the Africanist presence “which shaped the body politic, and the
Constitution, and the entire history of the culture – has had no significant place or consequence in
the origin and development of that culture’s literature” (4-5). Her critique highlights the negation
of the non-white presence in canonical (white) literary representation and analyzes how the
formulation of a national identity along the lines of racial difference enabled America to
consolidate a national image that ignored other (non-white) races. Her examination of this
deliberate “racial blindness” is, at its core, a discussion of epistemic hegemony and ontological
erasure. M orrison ultimately calls for a reconceptualization of literary criticism in which race is
not occluded but centralized. She conceives of her project as an effort “to avert the critical gaze
from the racial object to the racial subject; from the described and imagined to the describers and
imaginers” (Playing 90). In this way, there can be a restoration, within the American body politic,
of the erased or otherwise negated body, what Charles M ills refers to as the “dark ontologies.”

Theorizing: Re-mapping the Critical Geography
M orrison’s purpose is to “draw a map of a critical geography and use that map to open as
much space for discovery, intellectual adventure, and close exploration as did the original charting
of the New World” (3) and to attain this “without the mandate for conquest” (3). She refutes the
assumption that American canonical literature “emanates from a particular Americanness”
detached from the “Africanist (or non-white) presence” (4-5) and she thus claims and expands the
territory of this canon, by rendering a prodigious body of work in which African American life
and culture assumes centrality. Blacks, M orrison contends, hitherto functioned in the white
imaginary and in the national narrative within a “peripheral space” (15). Beyond this critique,
however, M orrison participates in the deeper ontological discourse of white America’s erasure of
non-white presence and engages a literary dialectic in which race, while centralized, is not
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presented in contentious or oppositional resonances, but as an imperative component within the
schema of self-actualization.
In two recently published collections, The Origin of Others (2017) and The Source of SelfRegard (2019), M orrison offers deep reflection on the function, process, and intent that undergird
her writing. Her survey of her politics, literary poetics, fictional ontology, and philosophy yield an
abiding concern with the nature of existence in America, and more specifically, within the
schematic of Afrodiasporic life. Given the oft-expressed malignant racism existing alongside the
seemingly benign race-awareness within the same spectrum, M orrison asserts, “I don’t foresee, or
want, a color-blind, race-neutral environment. The nineteenth century was the time for that. It’s
too late now. Our race-inflected culture not only exists, it thrives. The question is whether it thrives
as a virus or a bountiful harvest of possibilities” (Source 497). The uneasy habitation of spaces in
which she seeks “to both sign and defang race, acknowledges its import and limit its corrosive
effect on language” (500) necessitates a delicate balancing between the realms of art and the realm
of politics. Thus, in what may be called her fictional ontology, or black poetics, M orrison explores
the specificities of Black thematics and devises a tropology for presenting the trauma, derailment,
disrupted history, and psychic destabilization of the Black subject of her fictional work, as well as
for mapping the emergence or coming-into being of a new Black subjectivity. In the historical
novel, A Mercy, M orrison directs attention to the deep structures and discursive narratives on Black
identity itself.

A Mercy: Polyvocality in the Narrative of Discovery
A Mercy is a novel whose setting in the 17th Century predates the American literary canon,
and ostensibly precedes the crystallization of racial hierarchy. In A Mercy M orrison re-imagines
early America and constructs literary representations largely absent in canonical American
literature. A Mercy asserts a plurality of voices within the narrative of discovery and foregrounds
marginal voices and discourses silenced within the dominant narrative. The novel includes the
stories of the indigenous Indian, Lina, the white indentured servant, Sorrow, the enslaved black
woman M inha M ae, and her daughter, Florens, the free African blacksmith, who is unnamed, the
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commercial adventurer, and the white homosexual lovers, Willard and Skully, among others,
including Jacob Vaark, the plantation owner, and his wife Rebekka . M orrison thus expands the
representational base across the human landscape, rendering a formulation of ‘New World’
existence prior to the emergence of pseudo-scientific theories of race and presenting the
complexities of human relations in 18 th century colonial America. “The biologism [later]
introduced into racial discourse by scientific racism” as Jean M uteba Rahier et al assert, “came
with the affirmation of Africa as the source of blackness in the racially constructed discourse of
origins. It also deepened the signification of blackness as the embodiment of the uncivilized”
(xvii). As such, “black bodies are denied the capacities (understood as rationality and reason) for
full belonging in the spaces of civilized modernity” (xvii).
Central to the discussion of race in A Mercy is the discourse on racial capitalism since
racialization and the emergence of capitalism occurred together. And even while the relationship
of capital to colonial slavery is complex, the linkage of the two is an established fact. M ichael
Hardt and Antonio Negri point to the irony that while “capitalism’s ideology is…antithetical to
slavery, in practice, capital not only subsumed and reinforced existing slave production systems
throughout the world but also created new sy stems of slavery on an unprecedented scale in the
Americas” (121). Hence, “slave labor in the colonies made capitalism in Europe possible” (122).
Verene Shepherd and Hilary Beckles posit that “M arxist historians have been in the
vanguard of the discourse that locates slavery within the first phase of Atlantic capitalist
development” (454). Colonial exploitation, with slavery extracting surplus value from workers,
provided the market economy that merchant capital needed during the seventeenth century. Thus,
Western Europe, through imperial exploitation, was able to realize its full development potential.
Discourse on development privileged colonialism as “the transformative engine of capitalist
growth” in which “colonies meant trade, finance and plunder” (454). Franklin Knight similarly
observes that “[C]apitalism…represented modern innovation in European societies” and that “both
slavery and capitalism were essential characteristics of the new, dynamic imperialism that fuelled
the expansion of Europe after the fifteenth century” (472). Critical to this endeavor was the fact
that slaves were both tradable commodities and units of potential labor in the plantation. As goods,
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[slaves] could be moved from market to market and sold or exchanged readily, thereby producing
wealth” (473).

Looking Through the ‘Retrospectoscope’
By situating A Mercy in the colony of Virginia in 1690, when race-based slavery was being
implemented across the colonial landscape and while the master/slave, human/sub-human
paradigm had not yet been fully realized, M orrison provides a “retrospectoscope” to allow a space
for ideological imagining about an Edenic or utopian potential in terms of egalitarian social and
economic structures and harmonious human relations in early America. As such, the Virginia
slavery machinery had not yet caught up with practices already entrenched elsewhere in the
Americas. Barbados, for example, was the exemplar among the British colonies in terms of
plantation slavery and the production of rum, sugar and other commodities for the European
market. In fact, in 1690, the time in which M orrison’s novel is set, Barbados was, according to
Eric Williams, “the most important single colony in the British empire, worth almost as much, in
its total trade, as the two tobacco colonies of Virginia and M aryland combined”
(Columbus:142).What is therefore presented as a utopian possibility ultimately proves to be
illusory and merely nods toward the formalization of slavery that later occurred. M orrison states
in an interview with Lynn Neary that she “wanted to separate race from slavery to see what it was
like, what it might have been like, to be a slave but without being raced”. Given that the
transatlantic slave trade was by that time in full swing and that the participation of Britain in its
imperial project was well underway, such a prospect was historically deemed unfeasible. In this
fictional experimentation, however, M orrison creates the utopic possibility which, while historical
facticity eventually closed its doors upon it, exercises the moral imagination. Indigenous Indians
had already been either decimated or expropriated, indentured whites had proved insufficiently
hardy, and Black Africans had already begun to be shipped to the Americas precisely for the
purpose of beginning the capitalist project of plantation slavery. Practical organization had merely
lagged behind clear ideological intent.
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As Williams points out in Capitalism and Slavery, “The Indian supply [which was]
inadequate and unsuitable for the Spaniards in the sixteenth century could hardly have satisfied
the English and French in the seventeenth, especially after the considerable decline of population
as a result of the encomiendas” (95). Williams also shows that “Europeans turned to Europe for
white labor” in a system of indentureship (96). The Virginia that M orrison presents in A Mercy
where white indentured labor, Native Indians, and free black Africans seemingly coexist with little
friction, exists, ironically, side by side with M aryland, where large scale slavery is already in full
swing on the D’Ortega plantation and where an enslaved mother must plead with the Dutch trader
Jacob Vaark to take her nine-year-old daughter, Florens, to prevent her being sexually abused.
Extending beyond the novel, it is but fifteen years later (1705) that Virginia enacts legislation that
legalizes black slavery for life and relegates blacks, Indians and mixed-race slaves to the
dehumanized status of real estate. M orrison’s text thus reconstructs the characters and plot while
showing the process by which racial capitalism becomes fully realized in the colony.
Inherent in A Mercy is the tacit acknowledgement of the tension between the democratic
potential in the nascent formation of nation and the possibility of its foreclosure within the “quasidemocratic” milieu of the narrative. Since democracy implies “a community of equals,” the
criterion of equality must be satisfied, and the dialogue must be a dialogue of equals. M orrison’s
work represents an imaginative re-creation of the ground of possibility upon which such a dialogue
might have borne fruit; she thus opens up a space, albeit, retrospectively, in which racial hierarchy
might have been averted and democratization of humankind could have conceivably been realized.
Complicatedly, A Mercy conveys a multiplicity of discourses and functions both as a
project of ontological reclamation and, simultaneously, as a critique of the incompleteness of
utopian possibilities. The work exists within a multi-discursive field, raising numerous questions.
It critiques the social and economic systems by which non-white ontological erasure occurred; in
specific terms, it foregrounds the rise of racial capitalism which began in the 17th century and
shows the utopian foreclosure as being due largely to the capitalist impulses that direct the
development and movement of characters toward white supremacy and non-white subordination.
A Mercy also shows how the project of imperialism covertly centralizes race and in effect
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subordinates and objectifies the non-white subject. Like other Africana scholars, M orrison raises
the question of the dehumanizing impact of whiteness on non-white peoples. Her discourse on race
finds congruence with several contemporary scholars in the emerging field of Africana
phenomenology. Race, examined from this perspective, is seen as a complex construction; taking
a phenomenological approach provides a useful and indeed appropriate lens through which to
examine M orrison’s discourse on race.
M orrison’s multi-discursive text is concerned with the literary, historical, political, and
philosophical, constructions and representations of race and humanity. She analyzes, revises, and
refigures these constructions and representations in ways that shift them from the conventional
hegemonic historical formulations that obfuscate race, rendering whiteness invisible by its
hegemonic presence, and rendering non-whiteness invisible by its virtual erasure. Like Africana
philosophers, M orrison, in her literary experiment, overturns the idea that there can be any colorblind investigation of the human condition. Arnold Farr contends that “the inquiring gaze of the
philosopher must turn upon the philosopher and examine the ways in which our questions are
driven by our social location” (155). Farr further asserts that “this failure to examine the position
from which one speaks and the ways in which that position is related to others [ultimately] reveals
the blindness of the philosopher” (155). Farr’s comment echoes precisely M orrison’s indictment
of Anglo-American literary critics and historians vis-à-vis non-white representations in American
literature that engage a “willful color-blindness” and render perspectives in monochromatic wash.
M orrison’s Edenic representation in A Mercy is foreclosed because of the “construction”
of race which becomes the central variable in racial capitalist America. The articulations of race
in the 17th century that include ascriptions of savagery to the indigenous peoples and subjugation
of the transplanted peoples of color on the American landscape irrevocably altered the potential of
a truly humane and democratic society. While M orrison’s novel is in many ways a “corrective” to
the undemocratic representation of Americanness in the literature of the United States with respect
to the ways that non-white presence has been elided, it is also a discourse on ontology,
existentialism, and identity. On a broad representational canvas, M orrison recuperates the silent
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voices of early America and shifts the gaze away from the non-white as object to the non-white as
subject.
To begin with, the story of the Native American redirects the one-sided captivity narratives
of Indian savagery canonized in American literary tradition toward the savagery perpetrated by
Europeans against the indigenous Indian population, whom they decimate through violence and
disease. Lina’s story, rendered through third-person narration, reveals the foreclosed possibilities
of harmonious existence between the Native American and the white Euro-colonizers. In Lina’s
story, history is rendered from a very different perspective, one which implicitly critiques accounts
in early American Captivity Narratives such as that of M ary Rowlandson, who, after her capture
by the indigenous tribe, the Wampanoags, wrote of her captors in terms that portrayed them as
savage and barbaric. Yet even though Rowlandson was “with the enemy eleven weeks and five
days,” she was returned un-raped and un-harmed (262). Lina’s story tells of her having been raped,
her family having been annihilated by Smallpox brought by the Europeans, and of the violence
perpetrated upon her. After her family is wiped out by Smallpox, she is taken in by Presbyterians
who violate her cultural traditions, forcing her to abandon her beliefs and adopt their religion.
“Afraid of once more losing shelter, terrified being alone in the world without family,” Lina
“acknowledged her status as heathen and let herself be purified by these worthies” (Mercy 47). Of
the Europeans Lina observes, “It was their destiny to chew up the world and spit out a horribleness
that would destroy all primary peoples” (54).
Even though she initially trusts her owners, Jacob and Rebekka Vaark, “she [does] not trust
their instincts” (55), particularly as they come into awareness of themselves as white and as
privileged in comparison to the “others” on the Vaark farm. Friendship between Rebekka and Lina
is foreclosed – the initial intimacy having been replaced by marked distance – and Lina is relegated
to the status of farm hand and cast out into the cold to sleep in the barn instead of on the floor by
her mistress’s bed. Having once had a home among her tribe and family “where everyone had
anything and no one had everything” (60), for Lina this shift is dramatic and difficult to reconcile.
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Constructions of Whiteness
Both Jacob and Rebekka Vaark become “constructed” as white by the social forces and by
a growing awareness of their difference from the Indian and Black presences on their plantation.
While the white indentured servants, Scully and Willard, can envision the end of their
indentureship and look toward freedom, the situation is different for Sorrow, Lina, and Florens,
who are all threatened with the auction block by Jacob’s wife, following his death. Rebekka comes
to relish her status as the mistress of the plantation and begins to wield the power of the overlord.
As her self-consciousness as a white woman evolves, she becomes transformed and assumes the
master self in the Hegelian dialectic. Lina comments on Vaark’s transformation from small-time
landowner to capitalist trader. She observes that “it was not a sudden change, but a deep one” (44).
She comments ironically that Vaark’s killing of the trees to build a “profane monument,” his
“foolish house,” made him exceedingly happy, and that in his material quest he has become “less
gentle” (44), a profound understatement, considering Vaark’s devolution into the consummate
capitalist.
M orrison renders Vaark’s complex character through a succession of paradoxical
configurations that reveal his transformation from modest trader to ambitious materialist. His
actions often seem at odds with the moral consciousness evidenced through his interior
monologues. Although on the one hand he acquires the women of his plantation by means of
commodity exchange, on the other hand, he is a man of great compassion and empathy.
Similarly, though he claims that “trading in human flesh” is abhorrent, he nonetheless purchases
Lina and Rebekka for his burgeoning Virginia estate, trading them for currency. Sorrow, he obtains
not through direct purchase but through barter, in exchange for having his lumber debt with the
sawyer erased. Finally, Vaark takes Florens, a young, eight-year-old slave girl, at the behest of her
mother, as payment for the bad debt owed him by D’Ortega, the Portugese slaver and plantation
owner. Vaark’s paradoxical nature is further revealed in his seeming ambivalence toward both
wealth and slavery: “Jacob sneered at wealth dependent on a captured workforce. [H]is kind of
Protestantism recoiled at whips, chains and armed overseers. He was determined to prove that his
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own industry could amass the fortune, the station D’Ortega claimed without trading his conscience
for coin” (M orrison 28). Within the same reflection, Vaark resolves to explore trade in the
products of Barbados’ slave plantations, for which he offers weak rationalization and faulty logic:
“There was a profound difference between the intimacy of slave bodies at Jublio (D’Ortega’s
plantation) and a remote labor force in Barbados” (35). His scorn for the D’Ortega’s mansion and
opulent lifestyle does not preclude his own desire for similar affluence. The modest farmhouse
Vaark initially inhabits is quickly replaced by the two-story mansion he builds with Scully and
Willard’s free labor, which was obtained via their master in exchange for acquiring grazing land
for Vaark’s animals.

Foregrounding the Back Woman
Among the narratives in A Mercy is that of the Black woman who is privileged and central
in M orrison’s project. M inha M ae, Florens’s mother, metonymically represents the philosophic
voice that issues the admonition regarding the injustice of oppression, a wrong that wreaks havoc
on the nation. In the mother-daughter dialogue between Florens, the now enslaved sixteen-yearold girl on the Vaark plantation, and her Angolan mother, M inha M ae, a captive on the D’Ortega
Plantation, M orrison privileges the narratives of the two women both of whom epitomize the
previously repressed discourses of female subordination, racism, and “othering.” Yet it is M inha
M ae who more powerfully challenges the hegemonic position of the white male as the sole
transmitter of national narrative. M inha M ae’s first-person narrative, although seemingly
occupying the least discursive space within the text, is presented in the final chapter and thus
delivers the text’s core message both in the form of an admonition to her daughter, Florens, and
more broadly, as an indictment of American slavery and a warning against the evils of perpetuating
structures of domination.
M inha M ae, whose story is interspersed / imbricated within Florens’s narrative and
culminates in the final chapter, is initially introduced in reference to the deal brokered between
Jacob Vaark and D’Ortega in which she proffers Florens to settle D’Ortega’s debt to Vaark. M inha
M ae implores Vaark to take Florens instead of herself so as to save her daughter from the sexual
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abuse perpetrated upon the enslaved women of the D’Ortaga plantation. That this seeming
negation of maternal responsibility on M inha M ae’s part is her only recourse for ensuring the
protection of her child is a testament to the inherent dehumanization of slavery. M inha M ae’s
earlier account of female slaves being sexually “broken-in” to prime them for their reproductive
function on the plantation points to the commodification of black women in the expediency of
commerce and provides evidence of black enslaved women’s ontological erasure in enterprises of
trade. The consequence of this bartering is Florens’s destabilization and the fracturing of the slave
family. Florens’s ascription of blame to her mother in her misapprehension of M inha M ae’s motive
becomes a source of inescapable pain. M inha M ae’s perceived betrayal is answered by Florens’s
thwarting of her mother’s attempt to communicate with her through dreams. Florens sees her
mother “standing near with her little boy” (101). She knows that her mother is trying to convey
something of importance to her: “She is always wanting to tell me something. Is stretching her
eyes. Is working her mouth. I look away from her” (101). Florens’s deep ambivalence portrays her
simultaneous need for and rejection of her mother and reveals a seemingly unbridgeable psychic
dislocation.
The brutality that enslaved women endure is summed up in M inha M ae’s poignant
observation: “To be a female in this place is to be an open wound that cannot heal. Even if scars
form, the festering is ever below” (163). M orrison conveys the paradox of African women being
herded by fellow Africans into holding pens. M inha M ae explains: “Their skin is confusing. The
men guarding, we and selling we are black…they assure us that the whitened men do not want to
eat we. Still it is the continue of all misery” (164). The captives are huddled into canoes and onto
slave ships and shackled at the ankle and around the neck. M inha M ae describes the las civiousness
of the men handling the slaves and her several attempts at suicide following the recognition of the
loss of her personhood sacrificed on the auction block. M orrison concludes the novel with a
reflection on slavery and other forms of human domination. M orrison revises narratives of
omission and oppression to create a more authentic and more broadly representative America. It
corrects misrepresentations, renders voices previously omitted, and thus ruptures the “fictions” of
history and renders the balance in a fictive representation of “truth.” As Susan Buck-M orss
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reminds us, “Nothing keeps history univocal except power. It is not that truth is multiple or that
the truth is a whole ensemble of collective identities…truth is singular” (150).
M orrison also shows religion as operating as an obstructive, distorted ideology that
underpins the cruelty that emerges and, indeed, justifies it. Rebekka is , ironically, defiled by
religion and transformed by it into an overlord on her plantation. Her association with the
Protestants brings about this instantaneous transformation. Propagation of the Gospel is ironically
proslavery propaganda since the very same rhetoric served equally to advance positions that
condemned and condoned the institution of slavery. As Jenny Sharpe points out, “Protestant ideals
of obedience and self-discipline were enshrined as part of antislavery ideology. Hence, though
slaves were recognized as having natural rights, these rights were, according to antislavery
rhetoric, only accessible through Christian conversion and assimilation into Western civilization”
(123). Thus, there is the awareness of the inconsistencies and incongruities of an insolvent
Christianity. M orrison’s portrayal of Rebekka’s “conversion” and “Christian” transformation
shows how Christianity is enlisted in the service of slavery.

Toward a New Humanism
M orrison attempts to bridge the gap between the fictional universe and the social universe
in which A Mercy exists between the historical and the contemporary present. Reflecting as much
upon slavery as upon other forms of human domination, M orrison’s critical message is echoed in
M inha M ae’s words to her daughter: “Exercising dominion over another human being is wrong.”
This edict has gravity when understood within the context of contemporary society. “To be given
dominion over another is a hard thing; to wrest dominion over another is a wrong thing; to give
dominion of yourself to another is a wicked thing” (A Mercy 167) makes a call for the reconceptualization of personhood. M orrison’s text destabilizes the veracity of the various
articulations of race that have emerged in the literature and become the formal marker of
differentiated status. M inha M ae’s assertion calls into question these racist ideologies and calls
for a re-cognition of “dark ontologies.” In fact, M inha M ae’s character engages a stance that
compels the apprehension of her full humanity. Her narrative, as part of M orrison’s polyphonic
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novel, posits a new paradigm for apprehending Blackness and, more specifically, for apprehending
the ontologically erased racial categories elided in the racist hegemonies of American society.
Finally, the title of M orrison’s text conveys its own paradox. “M ercy” as depicted in the
book’s title applies as much to Florens’s reprieve from a brutal form of slavery, as to Jacob Vaark’s
fortuitous and transformative inheritance; it is also evident in Rebekka’s marriage (which alters
her dismal fate in England), in Lina’s miraculous survival of Smallpox, and in Sorrow’s emergence
from near-drowning. Yet “mercy” also denotes the withholding of punishment out of kindness and
love – to cease to deliver a punishment that is justly deserved. This latter definition points t o the
paradoxical title of M orrison’s novel inasmuch as many characters are victims upon whom crime
in perpetrated, not themselves perpetrators. In its engagement of multiple discourses, the text represents history “against the grain” of traditional formulations and urges readers towards a hereand-now reinterpretation of history. As Buck-M orss observes, “The mutual recognition between
past and present that can liberate us from the recurring cycle of victim and aggressor can occur
only if the past to be recognized is on the historical map” (150). Thus, M orrison’s concern is with
redressing the cartography of exclusion and with remapping the historical terrain to bring into clear
view the humanity of all subjects of history.
A Mercy, viewed through the historical retrospectoscope, presents relational dynamics that
move beyond the discourse of white master/black slave to convey the complexities that
characterize human interaction within and beyond slavery. M orrison expands the national narrative
in literary representation, but also illuminates the nature of existence within a still racialized and
racist America, and propels, through both her non-fiction and her imaginative work, formulas for
equitable change and social transformation in America. In A Mercy, she engages a philosophical
gaze, bringing Charles M ills “dark ontologies” into reckoning with the systemic inequities that
existed not only in the era of slavery, but which continue to exist in contemporary American
society. Her work underscores the need for more complete definitions of freedom and of humanity.
Human freedom, as Robert Birt asserts, “is realized through resistance to that which denies it,
through defiance of social alienation and through a transcending social praxis that discovers and
invents new forms of associations in which our transcendence is affirmed rather than denied, in
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which reciprocity and recognition replace estrangement and atomization. In short, freedom realizes
itself in community, and the human being creates him-herself in and through the creation of
community” (88-89).
M orrison’s novel A Mercy, along with her expansive body of fictional work, and her nonfiction and critical essays, reflect her sustained engagement with the question of liberation at
various levels, including personal, political, and psychic. M oreover, the gender-inflected discourse
in her fiction, including that reflected in such novels as Sula, Tar Baby, Paradise, and Beloved,
intervenes in more inclusive ways to reclaim female ontology and serves as the symbolic
restoration of the Black woman, arguably the most denigrated of humanity. As well, these texts
focus on the excavation and redefinition of various subjectivities, particularly, Black subjectivity,
positing that the restoration of Black humanity inevitably means the restoration of the humanity
of all oppressed peoples. In her rhetoric on freedom, M orrison urges us to look within the African
American community to locate a new grammar of human liberation so that out of the wound of
slavery and its caustic residue, we might “translate trauma, and turn sorrow into meaning,
sharpening the moral imagination” (Sources xi-xii) and so fashion equitable, sustainable futures,
reaching beyond race, class, ethnicity, and national borders, and finally, toward a universal
humanism.
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Culture heroes, bad men, and sellouts have been integral to the abilities of writers
to produce original compositions. Yet whereas black men have frequently been the
subjects in those compositions, black boys or boy characters have also served as
touchstones for creative productions, a development that also deserves our
scholarly regard.
—Howard Ramsby II
Bad Men: Creative Touchstones of Black Writers

The preceding epigraph, although cast to focus on the presence of youthful black male
characters in creative literary spaces, nonetheless gives voice to my persistent, personal desire to
offer critical commentary on a particular mercurial character type, the badjohn, who is found in
two well-regarded Caribbean novels that have long captured my admiration, interest, and
imagination: Earl Lovelace’s The Dragon Can’t Dance (1979) and Edwidge Danticat’s The Dew
Breaker (2004). For this reason, I wish to reiterate Ramsby’s aptly stated argument that “creative
productions [and characters] deserve (emphasis mine) our scholarly regard” (Bad Men 15-16).
Hence, this inquiry considers titular characters in the aforesaid novels who may be described as
badjohns in the parlance of the greater Caribbean. This is so because the novels’ fictive characters
possess often habitually aggressive attributes that are shallowly and visibly rooted in their
unrequited desires for others’ praise, validation, and acceptance. These qualities are effectively
and vividly defined by Grenadian born, Trinidad and Tobago-raised celebrated calypsonian
Slinger Francisco, better known as The M ighty Sparrow. He sings of the alleged misdeeds of a
fictional legendary street fighter in his popular song, “Bad Johns” (1974), that is comparable to
the oft-foreboding offenses committed by Fisheye and Aldrick, two principal characters found in
Lovelace’s abovementioned novel, as well as the rumored heinous crimes committed by M.
Bienaimé, a central character depicted in Danticat’s novel, The Dew Breaker.
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The aforesaid calypso is a veritable roll call of a legendary yet fictive badjohn’s triumphs
and unmatched ability to intimidate his named foes. M ighty Sparrow, literally and figuratively,
gives voice to the named fictive badjohn when he sings: “I am Christopher, son of Lucifer, and I
real bad. I ain’t jokin’ dat. I ain’t ‘fraid to dead. I was born in a graveyard. Let me tell you flat.

.

. .” Sparrow bellows unequivocally (in the words of Christopher), “I’ll destroy an entire town to
catch one man.” Such a declaration is at once droll and cautionary. It suggests that this particular
badjohn neither fears physical harm nor death when he seeks to defend his person and hard-won,
community-gained title from any male foe who dares to challenge him. In fact, such a figure
excessively boasts of his physical prowess so that he easily intimidates some individuals while he
garners others’ fear and respect in equal measure.
Although such a description of archetypal badjohns is found in many popular calypsos, the
portrayal of such may also be used in reference to characters depicted in Earl Lovelace’s novels
such as While Gods Are Falling (1965), The Schoolmaster (1968), and The Wine of Astonishment
(1982). Granted, these novels feature “classic” badjohn characters that are worthy of exploration,
but they will not be considered here. Examined instead, in Lovelace’s The Dragon Can’t Dance is
a distinctive type of badjohn. He is one who harbors a disquieted essence that belies a contrite
spirit that others seldom see. This subtle distinction makes the characters under study, in the
selected novels of Lovelace and Danticat, worthy of fresh examination. Specifically, the badjohn
characters investigated make for an interesting comparison. It is arguable that these characters
differ from typical and real badjohns who may rarely seek to redeem themselves and atone for
violent acts they have committed against members of their communities. Instead, the fictional
badjohns depicted by Lovelace and Danticat, in the novels surveyed, desire and seek acceptance
from members of their communities for their past misdeeds. Evidence of such will be explored in
The Dragon Can’t Dance (also referred to as Dragon), followed by The Dew Breaker (also referred
to as Dew Breaker).
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Dragon’s fourth chapter titled “The Bad Johns,” focuses on a supporting character who is
representative of the badjohn archetype. His sense of self-worth aligns with his unquenchable
desire for respect. He grows comfortable occupying this posture after observing known mayhem
makers in his neighborhood callously wresting others’ trepidation and reverence. Belasco John,
also know as Fisheye, so named for his protruding eyes, takes his badjohn title in stride within the
hardscrabble community of Calvary Hill, where he resides. As a transplant from M oruga, in
southern Trinidad, Fisheye moves to the urban city, Port of Spain, with neither a sense of personal
direction nor clarity about his life’s purpose. Hence, he is similar to the novel’s protagonist,
Aldrick, who too lacks self determination. Fisheye enriches the novel’s plot by creating a subtle
contrast to the protagonist, Aldrick Prospect. Incidentally, the protagonist’s surname hints at the
future occluded by slim possibilities for personal success that he derives from devoutly and intently
focusing on the annual (re)construction and enhancement of the dragon—his locally famous and
well-regarded, prized carnival costume alluded to in the novel’s title. Even so, readers soon learn
of the dragon’s and Aldrick’s insufficiencies since, arguably, the man and the constructed beast
alike are farces. Aldrick derives power from his dragon costume—and only during carnival season.
Throughout the remainder of the year, he is socially maladroit and physically cloistered.
Lovelace juxtaposes the characters Aldrick and Fisheye as two men whom, it may be
argued, in different ways, “perfected purposelessness” (to paraphrase Linden Lewis’s expression).
(“M asculinity and the Dance of the Dragon” 168). Whereas Aldrick “inherits” a familial legacy of
complacency and underemployment while subsisting on few material goods, or options for
procuring any, the same strategy of passive survivalism seems to have been thrust upon and fully
embraced by Fisheye. He lacks a robust formal education and lives far from his steadying,
traditional familial influence. Instead, Fisheye’s familial “inheritance” of stick fighting skill stokes
his desire to display his masculine strength and propensity toward frequent occurrences of physical
violence. Unlike Aldrick, Fisheye is gainfully employed and appears to truly enjoy the physical
demands imposed by his labor-intensive yet meager-paying work. Despite the fact that Fisheye
earns an honest wage for his labors, he yearns to possess something, other than money, that is
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sustaining and satisfying yet intangible. In essence, Fisheye longs to realize a true sense of
belonging to and purpose in the community where he lives. Of the abstract notions of unrequited
fulfillment, unrealized potential, and latent ability—found in characters like Fisheye and Aldrick—
Lovelace comments:
I think for me people generally represent a potential before they get stupid. All of
these people have a great potential to do something, to become something, they
wrestling with certain ideas, they not settled, they not happy, they not in authority;
they are, they can become something. . . there are people who just step out of line,
they just go on beyond that into some other kind of mental space; they begin to
want just what the world say they should want, and not follow their own drive,
history, logic; some of those characters might be involved in the stories; those are
really not the people I'm focusing on. These are the people for whom I have respect,
which means they have certain good qualities and even sometimes bad qualities,
which I feel is nothing wrong with them. I could understand their having them and
why they behave how they behave. (Down, “Interview with Earl Lovelace” 55-56).
This distinction reveals that Lovelace does not dismiss Fisheye’s inherent potential for
being a well behaved and upstanding community member, nor does he summarily discount Fisheye
as a common badjohn who seems determined to misbehave. Instead, Lovelace maintains a posture
of authorial benevolence toward this character. Lovelace, it may be said, constructs Fisheye as a
figure who represents countless real men whose potential in life is often prematurely and
permanently stymied. Such pain, struggle, and alienation is effectively expressed in the succinct
comments prophetically uttered by Aldrick’s friend and neighborhood calypsonian, Philo, who
opines while inebriated: “ ‘Years I struggle alone, man. I struggle. I belong to myself, man.’. . .”
(The Dragon Can’t Dance 156). Yet unlike Philo, who speaks with unflinching, direct honesty
about his frustration with the social and economic limitations felt by many men in Calvary Hill,
Fisheye represents individuals in his ambit who possess few aspirations and, when frustrated by
the realization of this reality, struggle to give voice to their feelings of despair. These men, like
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Fisheye, Lovelace describes as “. . .these fellars by the Corner that spoiling the place. They
wouldn’t work. They wouldn’t die, just there with their eyes watching with fire. . .” (The Dragon
Can’t Dance 166). M oreover, Lovelace’s description of “fire”—read as torment felt by these
men—arises from their societal disenfranchisement.

This depiction accurately frames one’s

characterization of badjohns both real and imagined. While Aldrick resigns to accept that few
opportunities exist for him to elevate his station in life, Fisheye thrives on those occasions that
permit him to use his burliness and quick temper to “advance” in a community where prospects
for economic and social access are afforded to few men.
For instance, Fisheye finds hollow enjoyment in whiling away his evenings at
neighborhood cinemas watching movie westerns whose characters’ gaits and expressions he
almost comically emulates. Emulation of these behaviors is not accidental, finds Rhoda Reddock,
who in studying the sociological implications of Caribbean masculine identities squarely deduces
that: “[t]his identification with the badjohn, was reflected in the connection made with the heroes
of American Westerns by men of subordinated masculinities of the Caribbean” (“M en as Gendered
Beings” 112). Although Fisheye is enamored with the movie cowboys’ physical displays of power,
he is angered upon that realization that he is, in actuality, powerfully built, physically speaking,
and yet socially powerless. In search of a cathartic release from the emotional frustration created
by his recognition of this limitation, Fisheye “[b]ack in his room. . . felt crushed by his own
strength, spun by the quickness in him. Now and again he would punch the boards of the partition,
and he would overhear his neighbour’s resigned comment: “ ‘The devil is in there with that boy.’
The devil remained with him” (The Dragon Can’t Dance 50-51). Such an allusion to the presence
of an evil spirit colloquially suggests devilment—expressed in varying degrees ranging from
extreme mayhem to subtle mischief making. The negative associative connotations with each
gradation of force, nevertheless, are reflected in the community -derided violent behavioral
qualities that Fisheye possesses.
Even though he is nearly devoid of meaningful personal connections to others, devoid also
of substantive personal and professional aims, Fisheye briefly ventures to think of his future, and
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of building a life with either of two of the young women whom he dates at different times. Granted,
they are genuinely kind, supportive women who help Fisheye to succeed in limited ways, yet
Fisheye’s personal motivations are arguably nil. Instead, his interests emerge blithely as he seeks
others’ validation and approval for his shows of physical force. Figuratively, he drifts aimlessly
through life and finds favor in fully embracing the power and titles he wields as a badjohn and
member of a steel band. Of these connected roles, Lovelace remarks:
[t]he badjohns were the carriers of that danger, heroes, at least to schoolboys who
intuitively knew that they were warriors, heirs to stick fighters now metamorphosed
here in the urban ghettos . . . into fist fighters and head butters. Heroes, Warriors:
these terms even in their most limited application traditionally suggest a political
consciousness. It is doubtful that the badjohns exhibited any of that; but they were
all we had to express the breadth of violence that the poorest had been emancipated
into. Just as steelband was showing us the inventiveness, dedication, and genius by
which we were to be liberated, the badjohns were displaying the violence we
needed to confront if we were to lay claim to that liberation. If the music was to be
claimed, you either had to find a way past the badjohns and the violence or open
your own band. To claim the aesthetic, you had to deal with the political. (“The
Emancipation-Jouvay Tradition” 55-56).
The proceeding explanation offers keen insight into the multiple roles that badjohns
negotiated in their communities. Whether they spurned violence, or led musical bands, badjohns
garnered others’ respect. However, Lovelace points to a nuance that warrants further consideration.
Arguably, music could serve as an outlet for many socially, politically, and economically
disenfranchised young men who belonged to steel bands; however, many may not have appreciated
the fact that music was, as Lovelace notes above, a “suggest[ion] of [a] political consciousness”
(“The Emancipation-Jouvay Tradition” 56). Fisheye’s cognizance of such is limited. He neither
possesses personal liberatory desires nor grasps the value of cultivating redemptive political aims
and actions to elevate himself and members of his community. Instead, he finds power in the
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musical collective and cooperative respect that badjohns in his midst extend to one another. Only
in the exclusively masculine musical environment of the steel band can Fisheye be said to be free
from his life’s burdens. Although a period of incarceration for petty theft results in Fisheye’s
cultivation of a calmer demeanor, Lovelace comments “[w]hat jail did was teach him time. What
it did was take away whatever remained of urgency or hurry from his movements” (The Dragon
Can’t Dance 53).
It is during Fisheye’s subsequent (and frequent) visits to pan yards that he seems to come
alive, even though he has no training as a steel bandsman; he is invigorated by the sounds of the
bands and the potential for brotherhood that an invitation to band membership suggests. If one can
imagine some of Fisheye’s thoughts indicating his desire for validation through band association,
one may find merit in the comments of Bertie M arshall, a known leader in Trinidad and Tobago’s
movement. M arshall, in conversation with interviewer William Aho, contemplates the intersecting
roles of badjohns and steel bands: “[t]he steel band ‘badjohn’ role was an important one, a source
of identity that had to be maintained, even if only as a front by many

young Trinidadian males.

. . .” (“Steel Band M usic” 41). M arshall goes on to recall his own efforts in this regard:
I cultivated my badjohn image. But my badjohnism was a pose really. Still, it was
necessary to cultivate the image. And I managed to do this yet at the same time
keeping my hands clean—except for a couple of gambling cases which were no big
thing, really. But the image was an important thing in those days (“ Steel Band
M usic” 41-42).
With this context in mind, one can ascertain why Fisheye represents an archetypical
badjohn who is a foil to Aldrick in both presence and spirit. What is more, this distinction helps to
amplify the reality that Aldrick and Fisheye are more alike than different as they seek to fight
against the same unnamed foes—societal exclusion and economic pressure. Yet, the weapon used
by both men to combat these foes most often manifests in the form of angry outbursts. Arguing
that the frustrating conditions faced by many men in their community often triggered violence—
and not just violent acts perpetrated by badjohns—M aureen Warner Lewis points out that
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Aldrick’s dragon costume is a symbolic extension of the masculine desire for recognition and
validation found within communities like Calvary Hill, where Fisheye and Aldrick reside. Warner Lewis also offers:
[c]learly, one aspect of the dragon make-believe is the element of violence it
projects. Various forms of violence are themselves symptomatic of the condition
of powerlessness. Wanton aggression results from the need to exercise underutilized physical energy, such as we see among. . .the muscular Fisheye of Dragon.
. . . [Badjohns like Fisheye]. . .indulge in attention-seeking violence against soft
targets when they find themselves marginalized through their recalcitrance. Their
disruptive behaviour leads to physical in-feuding in their communities and also
between neighbourhoods. Partially spontaneous political violence as portrayed in
Dragon is a possible outcome of such hardening in physical and psychological
brutality (“Rebels, Tyrants and Saviours” 80-81).
Thus, Aldrick’s dragon costume functions as an extension of the masculine desire for
recognition and validation found within communities like Calvary Hill, where both he and Fisheye
and enjoy local fame. One may also venture to offer that just as Aldrick and Fisheye serve as
symbolic cognates for men not only within their Port of Spain community of Calvary Hill, but also
within the entirety of Trinidad and Tobago, throughout the greater Caribbean, and all over the
African Diaspora. They broadly represent men who find themselves tethered to unforgiving
socioeconomic and political systems that have historically devalued their worth and humanity.
Hence, the badjohn becomes a symbol of the lived and imagined experiences of overtaxed
individuals. One may further argue that whereas Aldrick is a man who falters under the weight of
subjugation, Fisheye is a representative badjohn who relies exclusively on his brawn for inciting
others’ fear and intimidation. He is a figure reminiscent of the youthful wayward badjohns
described in the lyrics of The M ighty Sparrow’s calypso, “Renegades” (1962): “. . . [b]ut they
playing badjohn looking for death. Sleep all day roam at night. M iserable always picking fight.”
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The fictionalized figures described in the preceding calypso are emblematic of real men found in
pan yards, where unsavory individuals often gather. About these gatherings, Aho remarks,
. . . often parents of young people, didn't want their children hanging out with the
rough crowd that frequented the panyards in the early years. M any of the men there
engaged in gambling, drinking, carousing, and physical fighting and were generally
thought to be a bad element—‘badjohns’ in Trinidad parlance—who were often in
trouble with the law (“Steel Band M usic” 36).
Yet it is among the criminal element present in the pan yard that Fisheye finds a community
that embraces him like natal family.

By contrast, Aldrick desires no sense of communal

membership. Aldrick is a loner. Fisheye is often alone, but craves friendship. Hence, they may be
generally described as introverts who equally yet differently struggle to find connection,
motivation, and balance in their personal lives; they are ones who passively subsist on their own
underdeveloped dreams. They both awkwardly engage in limited, self-serving social exchanges
with members of their community, Calvary Hill, whose name is not merely an ironic reference to
the Biblical place of uprising and ascendancy but also, and more importantly, the definition of a
place of multicultural frictions and socioeconomic limitations. Linden Lewis underscores the
significance of the community’s name in his description:
The name Calvary is not fortuitous. Calvary has biblical resonances as a site of
torture, suffering and testing, redemption, transformation, and hope. Lovelace
perhaps intended to imply to the reader that Calvary Hill was not entirely a place
of hopelessness. Indeed, most of the main characters of the novel undergo some
type of transformation and renewal in the course of the book. Lovelace does not
sugar-coat the severity of the problems of living there (“M asculinity and the Dance
of the Dragon” 165).
Therefore, Calvary Hill may be construed as a place where the downtrodden “unite” to live
somewhat peaceably. It is a place where individuals are allowed to air their frustrations borne out
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of the lack of personal agency and communal opportunities. Out of this frustration, Aldrick
engages in a several reprehensible acts, but does not seek to become a badjohn like Fisheye.
Although Aldrick and Fisheye do not explicitly state their desires for personal redemption, over
the course of the novel, their actions seem to suggest such. Nonetheless, one cannot say that they
seek to atone for their questionable behaviors.
Distinctively and figuratively, Aldrick and Fisheye voice their interpersonal thoughts
through differing forms of physical expression. Whereas Aldrick “speaks” to others in his
community through his craftsmanship and unceasing work on his carnival dragon costume, he
channels his personal frustrations into annually improving each iteration of the disguise. For the
most part, he is an agreeable fellow, until late in the novel he makes a decision to join Fisheye in
an armed protest against social injustice, a decision that leads to Aldrick’s brief imprisonment.
Oddly enough, like Fisheye, following his own brief period of prison confinement, Aldrick
emerges as a complacent man. Lovelace describes Aldrick’s return to the community Yard from
the prison yard through a neighbor’s commentary: “[p]rison agree with him. Quiet, calm, like
nothing could surprise him” (The Dragon Can’t Dance 218-219). Thus, it appears as if Aldrick’s
prison sentence enables him to begin his life anew. Readers can only speculate whether or not this
experience will enable Aldrick to begin to positively manifest aspects of his seemingly dormant
potential. Lorna Down explores this possibility in an interview with Lovelace.

She queries,

“[w]hy in The Dragon Can't Dance did you leave Aldrick's future so open after he came out of
prison with a heightened consciousness of self?” (“Interview with Earl Lovelace” 59). Lovelace
replies:

Because the struggle is not easy, because you don't just solve things by
consciousness. I think he came out to begin again. I think I'm writing about a
beginning, not the ending, about people coming to a point from which they can see
what they have to do to begin again. Aldrick having suffered a kind of loss, a sense
of okay boy, I can't play this dragon in this kind of way again, that is not enough,
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comes close to finding what he must do now, and now will hopefully begin to
liberate, and to engage whatever is to be engaged in (“Interview with Earl
Lovelace” 59).
One may conclude that Lovelace illuminates his characters most effectively (specifically
in Dragon) when they are set against the cultural “backdrop” of Trinidad, the author’s familial
home. His evocations of images related to carnival—either depicting individuals’ actions in
preparation for or at the conclusion of the fêtes—provide especially redolent images that amplify
Lovelace’s social commentary on the meaning and value of carnival throughout the Caribbean,
but especially in Trinidad. When Lovelace’s novels’ characters are cast in this manner, readers
find that more often than not, the economically disenfranchised individuals cannot play mas —
either during carnival or at other times. Simply, for characters like Aldrick and Fisheye, there is
no masquerade to enjoy when they find themselves perpetually lacking opportunities outside of
carnival season. Linden Lewis sustains this idea:
M oreover, the author explores the unmasking of human pretensions in the aftermath
of carnival, which would have served to obscure and defer the pain and suffering
of life in the slums of Trinidad. At all times Lovelace is mindful of class origins,
status aspirations and contradictions in this very gripping tale of being and
nothingness. The people whose lives are revealed in this novel fight to rescue their
humanity from the abyss of poverty. In the Yard, many are unable to sell their labor
power while others have long since given up on the idea of work in its formal sense
(“M asculinity and the Dance of the Dragon” 165).
Arguably, then, Lovelace’s exploration of questions of social and economic import
navigated by his characters is a reflection of his personal sensibilities and knowledge of life in
Trinidad and Tobago. Thus, one is able to view the badjohn portrait as Lovelace’s dramatization
and exploration of one’s ability and to indulge in dreams and escapism and to avoid apathy, an
option only afforded to the financially and socially well-heeled. For instance, Aldrick keenly
deflects thoughts of a life of ease and love when telling a thwarted romantic interest that he “can’t
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afford a woman” and that “love is on the screen” (The Dragon Can’t Dance 32-33). Therefore, it
seems the only love that Aldrick relentlessly pursues is the agape emanating from the selfsatisfaction he seeks through refining his dragon costume year after year. When playing mas during
carnival, Aldrick transforms his behavior to mirror that of the fiery beast whose likeness he dons.
Whereas this fiery spirit is transitory for Aldrick, it respects neither time nor limit within Fisheye.
Instead, Fisheye channels the spirit of a warrior at all times. He “speaks” to others with his fists.
Like Aldrick, Fisheye is an ordinarily restrained fellow until he instigates petty fights with others
with ease while standing on neighborhood street corners, within pan yards, and during carnival
road marches. Of this continuous spiritual uprising within Fisheye, that is suggestive of the
badjohn’s (comm)union with Ogun, the god of war and iron revered throughout the African
Diaspora, Lovelace writes:
[Fisheye]. . .could beat iron, those lengths of steel that rang out above the lower
notes of the drums, ringing out a challenging, pulsating rhythm, chiming the battle
cry. From the first, he was a warrior, a fighter, entering bodily into the violence
boiling in the guts of the city; and soon everyone on Calvary Hill would know his
name—for those were the days when every district in Port of Spain was its own
island, and the steelband within its boundaries was its army, providing warriors to
uphold its sovereignty. Those were the war days, when every street corner was a
garrison. . . . In this war, in this army, Fisheye at last found the place where he could
be a man, where his strength and quickness had meaning and he could feel pride in
belonging and purpose to his living, and where he had all the battles he had dreamed
of, and more, to fight. . . . (The Dragon Can’t Dance 54).
Given his violent proclivities, community members speculate about whether or not Fisheye
is—in the language of traditional African religions—“mounted: a spirit of a warrior was inside
him, and he just couldn’t help himself. At certain times he just had to fight” (The Dragon Can’t
Dance 62-63). Community observers conclude that just as Fisheye could fight mercilessly, he
could also be genial to young people who struggle to find their places in society. He empathizes
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with the youths who answer the call of the pan yard in hopes of finding social connections, usually
much to the chagrin of their parents. Nonetheless, his brief expressions of compassion toward
young people often cause Fisheye to experience internal conflict. He shirks the idea of being a role
model within his community, but he notes with pride that younger members of the steel bands are
beginning to clear a path toward the realization of community pride and unity.
In as much as Fisheye wants to promote community building through the establishment of
peaceful relationships between competing steel bands’ members, he flatly rejects the idea of
corporate band sponsorships because of the controlling nature of these formal relationships. As
well, he cannot fully grasp the meaning of strategies for community economic solvency expressed
during the political rallies. Instead, he longs for the days when he could reflect on his past victories
as a feared badjohn. However, the changing times and his increasing age force him to retreat to
the fringe of the community. Leading fracases between the steel bands’ members, Fisheye finds,
is best left to young men. Fisheye is not predisposed to accept that the steel band culture has
evolved. Formerly an arena for physical competition,
[t]he steelband tent became a concert hall. Where fellars had talked about battles,
they talked now about music. . . .Battles on Carnival days between rival warriors
became contests of skill between competing orchestras, warriors became critics of
music, and the advertisers and upholders of the musical genius of the bands to
which they belonged (The Dragon Can’t Dance 61-62).
These contemporary shows of steel band unification disorient Fisheye, who thinks himself
to be much better suited for displays of brute force formerly used to settle the steel band
competitions of his contemporaries. Nonetheless, Lovelace confirms the idea that references to
uprising and rebellion,

depicted in Dragon, suggest the assiduous undercurrent of

disenfranchisement. Hence, some of the older badjohns in the neighborhoods that Lovelace
describes eventually become the arbiters of justice. Using their former weapons of fear and
intimidation, in due course, these men seek to realize an intrinsic sense of restorative justice. Times
change, but few badjohns do. M any are accustomed to propagating the long-standing divisiveness
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existent between and within neighboring competitive groups whose members suffer equally from
economic deprivation, social, and political marginalization. Therefore, Fisheye’s faltering
obstinacy is a sign of communal change and a growing spirit of rebellion. He begins to symbolize
the change underway when long oppressed community members seek to understand how they may
gain access to core systems that have long thwarted their individual and collective advancement
efforts.
When giving an invited talk following the publication of his novel Is Just a Movie (2012),
Lovelace offered, “[a]nd I think that is one of the themes I’m pursuing in the novel—the idea that
we need to acknowledge the resistance, the rebellion, of certain people in society who aren’t
generally seen as part of the movement. . . . One of the problems with fiction, actually. . .is that it
focuses on individual lives and suggests individual solutions. . . .” (“A Badjohn in Harlem” np).
By comparison, it may be reasoned that Fisheye is like the protagonist found in Is Just a Movie.
Both men find limited redemption in the promise of community building. Although Fisheye is
initially out of his element when he attends political rallies only to seek a glimpse of his former
girlfriend, Yvonne, he cannot help but be stirred by the words that invite him to think of significant
questions about his life. For once, he considers that true community alliances are possible. At one
rally, he is briefly ashamed for re-igniting the divisiveness between once competitive steel bands.
Even though he is inherently distrustful of the blatant commercialism and competitive sponsorship
that seek to change the organic quality of the steel bands, he agrees that these changes amount to
progress. Even though he is ashamed of how he once fought as young man, when he is older, he
realizes that his comportment should change since younger steel bands’ members respect him and
value his approval of their musical efforts. Of this revelation, Lovelace writes, “[t]hen, just like
that, the bands signed peace. No. They did not sign peace, peace overtook them. . . .‘Good!’
Fisheye thought. ‘Good!’ For he felt that the peace would bring, would begin, cooperation, that
fellars would come together; and, that coming together, they would see their strength, see their
potential” (The Dragon Can’t Dance 61).
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Although Fisheye relishes the attention that he garners as a badjohn, he is amenable to
yielding that title to help foster the realization of greater opportunities for his fellow steel
bandsmen. Of this idea, Lovelace comments, “Fisheye watched for it to go beyond this. He
watched for the bands, the warriors to come together to do something, to make some dent in the
real world” (The Dragon Can’t Dance 62). Therefore, it may be reasoned, reformation is possible
for this badjohn. Although he is incapable of voicing his desire for pardon for his youthful offenses,
as he ages, Fisheye’s begins to behave with greater restraint around his stepson, who delights in
observing Aldrick at work on the dragon costume.
For instance, after Aldrick brings the boy home late one evening and exchanges a few tense
but jovial words with Fisheye, Lovelace narrates Fisheye’s response in a manner that captures this
subtle change, for although Fisheye is displeased with the boy’s lateness, when he speaks to his
stepson, “his voice [is] soft and firm and a little tired: ‘You, go inside. You coming home after
dark and telling people I beating you. Go inside. Later, I deal with you’ ” (The Dragon Can’t
Dance 73). These words are indicative of who Fisheye has become—a man who issues idle,
impotent threats, but nonetheless, garners others’ respect. Correspondingly, although Aldrick is
not a badjohn, the promise for redemption also exists within him. As noted previously, Lovelace
confirms Aldrick’s potential for growth when concluding Dragon on an optimistic yet
indeterminate note.

While the potential for living life anew is an allusion in Dragon, it is the focal point of The
Dew Breaker, (also referred to as Dew Breaker). It is comprised of a series of interrelated short
stories that Danticat meant “to be neither a novel nor a short story collection, but something in
between” (To Create Dangerously 62). Based on the protagonist Bienaimé’s physical description,
readers may intuit that he is a badjohn whose scarred, yet stoic face conceals years of past physical
violence and residual inner turmoil. His adopted surname, when translated into English, ironically
means “beloved,” or “well-loved.” It is arguably purposely chosen by a man who adopts a fictitious
surname suggestive of affection to surreptitiously conceal his heinous past behaviors.
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(Incidentally, The Dew Breaker also gives deference to one of Danticat’s literary inspirations,
Jacques Roumain’s novel, Masters of the Dew (1941). The protagonist of The Dew Breaker,
Bienaimé, is named after Bienaimé et Délira, the central character in Roumain’s aforesaid novel.)
In The Dew Breaker, Danticat suggests that Bienaimé has sought to quell his internal fires
of personal discomfiture by humbly accepting the emotional sustenance and succor that are
generously doled out by his confidante wife, Anne, and their only child, a daughter, Ka. The child
is so named in reference to the Egyptian spiritual practice that recognizes “[a] double of the body.
. . the body’s companion through life and after life. It guides the body through the kingdom of the
dead.” (The Dew Breaker 17). Hence, Bienaimé collectively refers to his wife and daughter as the
ones who sustain him in life. They are “. . .his kas, his good angels, his masks against his own
face” (The Dew Breaker 34). For that reason, Bienaimé’s evocation of passages found in the
Egyptian Book of the Dead, in lieu of using his own voice, suggests his futile attempts at absolving
himself from the guilt he bears for physically harming members of his home community in Haiti,
a community whose true location is unknown to his Haitian American daughter. Readers gather
that Bienaimé, whom Danticat noticeably and consistently refers to using either his chosen
surname instead of his first name, goes to great lengths to conceal his sordid past from members
the immigrant Haitian community in Brooklyn, New York, where he and his wife settled many
years prior.
He is depicted as a somewhat sententious, reserved man of little words. He assumes this
posture because he is incessantly burdened by thoughts of his transgressions years ago. Danticat
uses his “namelessness” to emphasize the character’s desire to conceal his presence from those in
his midst once he migrates to and settles in New York. Arguably, unlike archetypical badjohns
who seek others’ adulation and who seem to enjoy their infamy, Bienaimé is a solitary figure who
prefers to live quietly and furtively amid his neighborhood’s shadows. Nonetheless, his faint
identity comes into sharper focus as his past secrets begin to emerge when members of his
community question and seek to determine whether or not Bienaimé is a former Haitian henchman.
Nonetheless, readers learn that he is a reformed, past member of the Tonton M acoute (also referred
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to as the M acoute), the Haitian paramilitary group active during the Duvaliers’ respective father
and son dictatorial regimes of terror (headed by François “Papa Doc” Duvalier and Jean-Claude
“Baby Doc” Duvalier.) Of these tyrannical reigns, Josef Raab laconically remarks,
[d]uring the Duvalier terror regime Bienaimé rises in the state machinery of military
secret police to become a feared agent and interrogator, for whom torture is a
habitual activity in which he excels. As a Tonton M acoute he is cold-blooded.
Locally the members of this brigade were referred to as ‘dew breakers,’ a [kreyòl]
expression for those who destroy the peacefulness of the morning dew on the grass”
(“Liberation and Lingering Trauma” 271).
In the decades that follow, Bienaimé works tirelessly to distance himself from his years as
a M acoute and ways as a feared badjohn in Haiti. This distinction reveals that Danticat does not
reject Bienaimé’s intrinsic capacity for being a well-mannered, reserved community member, nor
does she precipitously reduce Bienaimé to being just a common badjohn. Conversely, Danticat
maintains an attitude of authorial munificence about this character. Danticat, it may be thought,
constructs Bienaimé as a figure who epitomizes innumerable men who seek to redeem themselves
after previously living dangerous and aberrant lives:
he’d discovered that since he’d lost eighty pounds, changed his name, and given as
his place of birth a village deep in the mountains of Léogâne, no one asked about
him anymore, thinking that he was just a peasant who’d made good in New York.
He hadn’t been a famous ‘dew breaker’ or torturer, anyway, just one of hundreds
who had done their jobs so well that their victims were never able to speak of them
again. (The Dew Breaker 76-77).
Nonetheless, he is incessantly discomfited by the possibility of others learning the reality
that he was once, in fact, a dew breaker. Only when Ka reaches adulthood does her father confess
to her that he was not a political prisoner as she always assumed. Instead of offering a direct
admission, he proffers a Haitian aphorism that he hopes will give her confirmation and clarity: “
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‘One day for the hunter, one day for the prey. Ka, your father was the hunter, he was not the prey’
” (The Dew Breaker 21). In a confessional tone, he admits that his daughter was incorrect in
assuming that he was once a political prisoner who was fortunate to escape and begin life anew
living abroad. Likewise, during other exchanges between father and daughter early in Dew
Breaker, readers gather that there are many reasons that the Bienaimés neither returned to their
home in Haiti nor took Ka there to meet relatives and friends. Instead, throughout Ka’s childhood
and adulthood, M r. and M rs. Bienaimé speak elusively about their past lives in Haiti.
This husband and wife seemingly silently “conspire” and commit to disassociating
themselves from the stain of past crimes against humanity committed by M r. Bienaimé, a
badjohn/dew breaker who has rehabilitated his physical form but cannot find any substant ive
reassurance that his spirit can ever be released from an eternally burdensome past. As a result,
Bienaimé hesitantly, and with increasing transparency, seeks the pardon of his immediate family
for his past contraventions. His wife is aware of his crimes committed many years prior, including
the murder of her brother, a loss that has marked her spirit with an imperceptible scar. Somehow,
as M aria Rice Bellamy observes, Anne makes peace and lives with “the evidence of her brother's
death. . . inscribed on her husband's face. Her refusal to connect her brother's death to her husband
deprives her of the ability to recognize and mourn the last traces of her brother. Anne neither offers
nor receives empathy, and her example challenges Ka to engage—rather than repress—her
traumatic inheritance” (“M ore than Hunter or Prey: Duality and Traumatic M emory ” (2016), 144).
Therefore, one may argue that Anne and Ka separately reconcile their knowledge that
Bienaimé is a dew breaker; the former refuses to assign guilt to him for his crimes, while the latter
is left to make meaning out of this information. These differing coping strategies arise because it
may be said that Ka’s vantage point as a youthful American born Haitian woman affords her a
different perspective on her Haitian familial home that she has never known; conversely, Anne
“[centers her life] on devotions that block out memory and thought—mass every morning, prayers
daily—[and] limits her enjoyment of the America in which she has never, in her heart, really
arrived” (Raab, “Liberation and Lingering Trauma” 271). This state of perpetual liminality created
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by experiential geographic differences, reflected in Anne’s stark composition, is a distinctive
marker of Danticat’s ouvre. It is this state of personal spiritual vacillation that plagues many of
Danticat’s central characters in her other novels and short stories. As Nadège Clitandre astutely
explains, “historical, social, and political dimensions of the Haitian diaspora are the crucible of
real and imagined geographies that are constitutive elements of Haitian diasporic imaginary and
consciousness. What gives birth to and stimulates Edwidge Danticat’s diasporic imaginary and
anchors her work is a complicated history of Haitian migration

and its literary

(mis)representations.” (“Recall: The Echo Effect” 29).
In consequence, Anne is a character perpetually caught at the crossroads between her real
and imagined lives, both of which have been directly impacted by her migratory experiences. Once
she and Bienaimé settle in New York, the former commits herself to the automaticity of unceasing
prayers and daily attendance at mass. It is almost as if by adopting these behaviors, she attempts
to cleanse her husband through prayer and through her acts of complicity as his wife. Nonetheless,
as much as she strives to “pray away” any personal memory of her husband’s past life as a badjohn,
a dew breaker, it is unfeasible. Instead, it is arguable that the Bienaimés have committed to one
another, in unspoken terms, to living their daily lives atoning for

M r. Bienaimé’s past life

as a M acoute. Danticat writes of Bienaimé’s personal recollection of shrouded intimacies uttered
in hushed tones. Almost meditatively, like his wife who is soothed by and attentive to her recitation
of biblical text, Bienaimé recites passages from the Egyptian Book of the Dead in a subdued
manner. He melds the book’s words with dark thoughts about his own life when first confessing
to his pensive daughter:
‘I am not a violent man,’ he had read. ‘I have made no one weep. I have never been
angry without cause. I have never uttered any lies. I have never slain any men or
women. I have done no evil.’ And just so I will be absolutely certain of what I’d
heard, I ask my father, ‘And those nightmares you were always having, what were
they?’ ‘Of what I,’ he says, ‘your father, did to others.’ . . .‘Does M anman know?’
I ask. ‘Yes,’ he says. ‘I explained, after you were born.’ (The Dew Breaker 23).
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Perhaps Ka’s father’s veiled explanation and evocation of an ancient text does not fully
register as a plea for absolution. Eventually, upon reflection, she recalls fragments of her many
visits to a local museum with her father to view the Egyptian funerary statues and to contemplate
the Egyptians’ views on justice and the afterlife. Ka recalls that when her father is not in his
barbershop, he is at the museum and that he stealthily studies those who know the secrets of souls’
release:
The Ancient Egyptian rooms are his favorites. ‘The Egyptians, they was like us,’
he likes to say. . . .‘They know how to grieve,’ he’d say, marveling at the
mummification process that went on for weeks but resulted in corpses that lasted
for thousands of years. M y whole adult life, I have struggled to find the proper
manner of sculpting my father, a quiet and distant man who only came alive while
standing with me most of the Saturday mornings of my childhood, mesmerized by
the golden masks, the shawabtis, and the schist tablets, Isis, Nefertiti, and Osiris the
jackal-headed ruler of the underworld (The Dew Breaker 12-13).
Thus, it is telling that Danticat suggests through the proceeding example that Bienaimé
admires and identifies with the idea of good triumphing over evil—as the symbol of Osiris implies.
Likewise, he appreciates the potential to preserve the soul for the afterlife, as the other Egyptian
ornamentation suggests. In some way, he abstractly identifies with the associated concepts and
processes of death and grieving. While living abroad, Bienaimé has had to come to terms with the
reality that he has caused others grief by fatally harming their loved ones. For this reason, it is said
that this henchman from Haiti feels somewhat emancipated from his nefarious p ast when he studies
the museum’s collections of the ancient Egyptians’ artistic representations of everlasting life.
Vicariously, through these objects, he is able to contemplate the potential for the preservation of
the soul and the timeless essence of the body. By doing so, arguably, he may realize a small
measure of spiritual relief. Nonetheless, he remains a mortal man, a badjohn and a dew breaker,
who once prematurely extinguished others’ lives. As a result, he can only long for the
manifestation of a peaceful afterlife—not for himself, but for the spirits of the people whose lives
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he callously destroyed when he was a M acoute. Ka only begins to appreciate her father’s need for
solace when she begins to understand his complexities as a man whose life story she does not
know. Ka may not envision her father as a badjohn, a committer of evil deeds, but it appears that
he wrestles with unyoking himself from the title of dew breaker. Ka discerns that she, his ti bon
ange, his “good angel,” can aid him in doing so.
Bienaimé’s awareness of Ka’s angelic role in his life may also explain why he has sought
spiritual restoration and pardon by becoming an upstanding husband, father, and a quiet, dutiful
small business owner, a barber. Although he wields the sharp tools of his trade with ease, he does
not seek to use them to inflict harm. By contrast, this vengeful idea is briefly considered by the
orphaned child of two of Bienaimé’s victims in Haiti who sees the former dew breaker years later
in New York, elects to rent a room in the Bienaimé’s basement, and contemplates fatally harming
Bienaimé while he sleeps. This occasion, though, does not come to pass. In addition, it is ironic
that both father and daughter use sharp tools in their daily pursuits—he, to groom his patrons’ hair,
and she, to create wooden sculptures of her father’s form and likeness.

Even so, despite

this physically skillful commonality, the bond cemented years earlier between father and daughter
during their museum visits, is strained when it is illuminated, ironically, through an artistic
representation. Whereas Bienaimé seeks to forever silence his thoughts of the atrocities that he
committed, Ka, as a professional sculptor, thinks that she has done something honorable when
seeking to immortalize her father’s image by using carefully selected, naturally marred, rare wood
to create an image that will give voice to his perpetual silences. When reflecting on her creative
efforts, Ka’s comments:
I had never tried to tell my father’s story in words before now, but my first
completed sculpture of him was the reason for our trip: a three-foot mahogany
figure of my father naked, kneeling on a half-foot-square base, his back arched like
the curve of a crescent moon, his downcast eyes fixed on his very long fingers and
the large palms of his hands. It was hardly revolutionary, rough, and not too
detailed, minimalist at best, but it was my favorite of all my attempted
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representations of my father. It was the way I had imagined him in prison (The Dew
Breaker 6).
As noted previously, Ka learns that her father was not a political prisoner but, instead, a
ruthless tormentor. As M aria Rice Bellamy maintains, “[s]ince Ka’s childhood, her father’s history
has been available to be read on his body and through his actions, but her efforts to understand and
represent him have been hindered by silences, alternative narratives, and lies that have obscured
the truth and led her to incorrect conclusions” (“M ore Than Hunter or Prey: Duality and Traumatic
M emory” (2012), 132-133). Also, it is worthy of note that Danticat depicts Ka as a sculptor and
Bienaimé as a devotee captivated by Egyptian art and culture. The novelist reveals in her collection
of essays, Create Dangerously, The Immigrant Artist at Work that
[o]ne of the many ways a sculptor of ancient Egypt was described was as ‘one who keeps
things alive.’ Before pictures were drawn and amulets were carved for ancient Egyptians
tombs, wealthy men and women had their slaves buried with them to keep them company
in the next life. The artists who came up with these types of memorial art, the art that could
replace the dead bodies, may also have wanted to save lives. In the face of both external
and internal destruction, we are still trying to create dangerously as they, as through each
piece of art were a stand-in for a life, a soul, a future . . . .(20).
Viewed another way, just as Bienaimé once extinguished lives, Ka seeks to preserve them
through her art.

Conversely, just as Bienaimé is fascinated with the ancient Egyptians’

commitment to the preservation of the soul, Ka behaves as a preserver of the images and
otherworldly essences of individuals through her sculptural artistic expressions. In the final
analysis, it is Ka, who in seeking to preserve an image of her father, unknowingly elevates and
protects him in her sight—as a man of few words, but worthy of the honor of preservation. Still,
when she learns of his horrific past, she sees him though her artistic gaze; flaws render those
subjects all the more precious and worthy of study. To Ka, her father is neither a badjohn nor dew
breaker, and he is not a disrupter of spiritual unions. But, sadly, Bienaimé can share neither her
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thought on the matter nor her artistic vision, for he finds only shame and horror in her carved
impressions that seek to elevate him in ways that he feels unworthy to accept. Of t heir contrasting
interpretations of Bienamé’s praiseworthiness, Joan Conwell rightly insightfully avers:
M . Bienam[é]’s humility is the inescapable fact that his destruction of the sculpture,
his own daughter’s creation, is an aggressive act driven by fear of judgment as well
as the need for the power that mirrors his early brutalities against his victims. Had
he not destroyed the sculpture; he would have been immortalized as one of his own
victims. By ‘drowning’ an idolatrous image of himself he is displeased with, even
a falsely beautifying one, he returns to the same censorship role that he relished
more than thirty years before (“Papa’s M asks” 227-228).
Consequently, in seeking spiritual freedom from his burdensome past, Bienaimé singularly
strives for emotive liberation. In as much as he would like to celebrate Ka’s ability to see beyond
his faults and to appreciate her own ability as an artist akin to an Egyptian sculptor, a role described
by Danticat as “one who keeps things alive,” (To Create Dangerously 20), Bienaimé must obstruct
the potential for such frank preservation of his image, lest it bring to life his past that is rank with
putrid memories of the deaths of innocents that he caused. Bienaimé unlike the ancient Egyptians
whom he admires, feels himself unworthy of an afterlife. Instead, he must toil unceasingly in his
present life to realize a modicum of divine redemption; he will never realize total and personal
absolution for his sins—even if his wife and daughter encourage such forgiveness. For that reason,
it may be said that Bienaimé is a perpetual badjohn. In several instances in Dew Breaker, Bienaimé
appears to be internally cognizant of his bitter fate. Revealingly, Danticat alludes to Anne’s
conflicted desire for her husband’s spiritual pardon in this way: “[t]here was no way to escape this
dread anymore, this pendulum between regret and forgiveness” (The Dew Breaker 242). However,
this allusion suggests that Bienaimé’s lot is cast—that he must perpetually occupy a morally
vacuous, unremitting state of shame. Although his effort to make amends for his past is understood
by his immediate family, it is of little value because of the irreparable harm that he caused his
countless, nameless, and faceless victims whose individual identities he cannot recall. As a result,
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those relatives of his victims, who see Bienaimé living abroad, indirectly force him to reckon with
the loss of those innocent lives by discreetly surveiling him and projecting transcendent
manifestations of their lost loved ones through the presence of their grieving families. Therefore,
an incomplete image of “Danticat’s picture of a partially rehabilitated dew breaker, his family, and
his victims” remains for the reader to ponder at the novel’s close (Ayuso, “Toward Forgiveness
and Reconciliation” 100). Thus, one may contend that Bienaimé will never find peace and freedom
in the future because of the burdens of his past.

Unlike Fisheye, who is somewhat unyoked from his badjohn title through the passage of
time, Bienaimé finds no such cathartic release. Whereas Fisheye’s quarrels with others cause no
lasting injury, Bienaimé’s wrongdoings cause irreparable, psychic harm to himself and others.
Such a time of reckoning for the characters examined here concludes that as Fisheye has aged, he
has not necessarily become uncomfortable with the constrictiveness of his badjohn title, but he
seems receptive to cultivating an identity that will permit him to realize future personal growth.
On the contrary, Bienaimé finds that he is p erpetually bound and haunted by his former dew
breaker title. It does not seem possible that he may emotionally extricate himself from his past
identity to realize emotional freedom.
It may be said that these men are comparable to the dual faces of a Janus head—one visage
looks forward toward the future, while the other’s gaze remains fixed on the past. M etaphorically
speaking, given the comparative roles and behaviors of the badjohn characters examined here, this
opposing disposition constitutes an uncomplicated assignment of identities. Unlike youthful
badjohns who often relish attention and may even feign acceptance of others’ scorn for their
indiscretions, elder, potentially reformed badjohns, arguably, may not find such ease and
acceptance of shifting public opinions held about them. Such an idea is suggested in the lyrics of
The M ighty Sparrow’s calypso, “Bad Johns” (1974), when an aged bad john resigns his fate with
a tinge of self-promotion: “I’m a warrior of the first degree . . .fight any place even doh I gettin’
older, I still a great batt-ler.” By comparison, battles comprise collective wars that rage on within
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the aforesaid characters’ spirits. Doggedly they fight against past memories as they search
secretively for evidence of triumphs amid their failures. The passage of time may well enable
Fisheye and Bienaimé to realize increased self-awareness and to contemplate their past deeds.
Even so, these efforts, too, may become burdensome because they are not time barred.
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Abstract
David Walker’s 1829 Appeal in Four Articles: Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured
Citizens of the World has been widely acclaimed by historians and rhetoricians as a masterpiece
of early African American pamphleteering, but few have paid attention to its theoretical
engagements with the ontology of blackness. Appeal’s titular invocation of the legal paradox
“coloured citizens” not only hails the conventions of abolitionism, it forces a confrontation
between America’s lexicon of freedom and ‘wretched’ noncitizens. This essay traces David
Walker’s genealogies of black wretchedness and freedom, arguing that they index a larger debate
on the ontological-cum-political status of blacks in the throes of the global plantocracy. From the
sovereign shores of Haiti to the bare cartographies of the antebellum US South, blackness becomes
a central cog in the machine that distinguishes subject from object, master from slave.
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In the process of delimiting early African American writing as an object of intellectual
inquiry, scholars have opened a Pandora’s box unto epistemic turmoil. To begin at the outset,
blackness in the American hemisphere retains its own set of detractors which send this black
scholar into overdrive: How does blackness shift from the locus of abjection to an impetus for selfmastery when juxtaposed to ‘literature’ and ‘philosophy’ as humanistic enterprises? 1 Can there be
a clear distinction between the ontological plight of M iddle-Passage blacks and their emancipated
descendants? David Walker’s Appeal in Four Articles: Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured
Citizens of the World, but in Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of
America (1829), stakes its foremost claim in the paradoxical enjambment of ‘coloured’ (the
privation of political ontology; or black identity) and ‘citizens’ (the championed model of political
ontology). Certainly, Walker was cognizant of this political disjunction as made manifest in his
ardent embrace and its potential means of attainment: intellectual and material insurrection.
As many scholars have argued, neither David Walker’s Appeal nor the dissemination of print
materials for and by nineteenth-century African Americans can be reduced to purely aesthetic
matrices. Rather, an appreciation of philosophical and rhetorical engagement should be at the crux
of any thorough articulation of early African American print culture. This is not to say that such
engagement cannot be appreciated aesthetically, but that an overemphasis on aesthetics elides the
rigorous genealogical effort taking place amongst Africans Americans and their continental
contemporaries during the antebellum period. Black antislavery pamphleteers were crucial to the
dissemination of early black philosophy as a generative intellectual culture informed by the

1 I will write this signifier in lowercase (blackness) whenever discussing its lack of Being (or political
ontology, for Walker). “African Americans” stands in as the porous cultural identity of African -descendant
populations in the United States.
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dialectic between (conservative) white readership and African American writers’ transformative
aspirations. From an historical perspective, Appeal’s glaring paradox “colored citizens” reasserted
the aspiration of a black polity into public discourse—a direct confrontation with America’s
racialist architects—at a crucial moment in the plantocracy’s history. Divided into a preamble and
four articles—"Our Wretchedness in Consequence of Slavery”, “Our Wretchedness in
Consequence of Ignorance,” “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the Preachers of the Religion
of Jesus Christ,” and “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the Colonizing Plan”—Appeal
underscores the force behind the pamphlet in early African American print culture, more broadly,
as a site of rigorous theoretical exchange. Thus, this essay argues, Appeal demands a reorientation
of prevailing historical and literary analyses under the aegis of its philosophical (or genealogical)
ventures into freedom and its underside, wretchedness.
Thinking through and against the Political, 2 David Walker’s widely distributed pamphlet
facilitated a national conversation on the legal, psychic and ontological status of blacks in the
American plantocracy. I pursue as my orienting inquiry what Walker calls “our wretchedness” to
beg the existential question of blackness and to explore his jeremiadic pathos. Two objectives
considered in the first section of this essay are to censure (white) Americans’ teleological defenses
of slavery—what I term the metaphysics of antiblackness—and to implicate Thomas Jefferson’s
Notes on the State of Virginia (1787) specifically in the transmission of said metaphysics. For
Walker, the plight of the “coloured citizens of the world” is material yet deeply genealogical, and
Jefferson’s magnum opus gives legibility to this genealogy. Arguably the first black writer to
confront Notes head-on, Walker pens, “those who know and feel, that we are M EN as well as other
people; to them I say, that unless we try to refute M r. Jefferson's arguments respecting us, we will
only establish them.” (26) Walker’s Appeal pivots on these conceptual and ideological axes in

2 I deploy the capitalized term “Political” to accompany its ontological referent “Being” and to signify its
hegemonic faculties. It is the Political that generates the conditions for chattel slavery and makes whites (possessing
rights-bearing citizenship and Being) the sole benefactors of its logics. The key difference between the Political and
political philosophy is a matter of source (Jefferson or Walker) and intention (antiblackness or egalitarianism).
Freedom, for instance, emerges as a theme in the political philosophy of Notes and Appeal, but it becomes Politics
when compounded with the interests of landed white men.
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order to suggest that a deconstruction of Jefferson’s argument is a prerequisite to attaining
freedom, potentially, through insurrection. This is evident in both Walker’s prose and in his
innovative use of typography. Accentuating its pronouncements with exclamation marks and
appropriating the manicule symbol (☞) to identify propagators of the metaphysical scheme,
Appeal also captures how early African American pamphleteers used expressive culture (e.g.
spectacle, orality, tone) to radicalize the typographical conventions of the mainstream pamphlet,
even as an “appeal” through masculinist writing presupposes that the tools of the master can be
used to challenge him.3
Turning from early African American writers’ strategy to present their art as a case for
black being, Walker cites Politics in the ontological assail of the wretched. The second portion of
this paper focuses on Walker’s alternative to Politics, what I identify as black republicanism—the
paradoxical incorporation of African Americans into the ontological fold of the citizenship —and
black transnationalism—the geographical breadth of those “coloured citizens of the world” and
their cartographies of freedom. With colonial Liberia and post-revolution Haiti, respectively, in
his transnational frame, Walker’s genealogies reinforce and undermine the grammar of Politics.
Incorporation into the ontological fold of “man” (as rights-bearing citizen) combats the a priori
exclusion of the black (woman) from it; and yet, it is here that he articulates black freedom. This
“black freedom” operates on two registers: The first register (freedom-1) articulates emancipation
from chattel slavery, that which explains Walker’s existence sans Being and the contemporary
legal status of blacks, but not necessarily the grammar of political ontology. Utter liberation from
the metaphysics of antiblackness is our second register of black freedom (freedom 2), which cannot
be secured without the obliteration of Eurocentric legal structures and the de-formalization of what
Charles M ills calls “philosophy simpliciter” (10). Ultimately, this essay complicates Walker’s
Appeal in Four Articles by engaging black wretchedness and freedom as coeval within the
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phenomenological burden of black suffering, such that it becomes inextricable from the larger
experience of racialized being-in-the-world.

Notes on the State of the Wretched; David Walker’s Philosoph
y of Antiblackness
“I count my life not dear unto me, but I am ready to be offered at any moment. For what
is the use of living, when in fact I am dead.”
M y first objective is to show how the metaphysical apparatuses of antiblackness inform
Walker’s Appeal and unfix his historical moment. Currently taking center stage in black studies
and intersectional activism, theories of antiblackness have proven incisive for articulating the
epistemological, psychic and physiological violences inflicted in the plantocracy and its afterlife.
Nihilistic strains of black philosophy in particular rely on the explanatory power of antiblackness,
which is inherent in Western schematizations of Being and reality. For Saidiya Hartman’s Scenes
of Subjection, one such text that co-necessitates the historian’s trade and the toolkit of black
philosophy, the plantation system depended on the master’s location at the helm of Being, codified
by the same legal institutions that distinguished citizen from property. The plentifully documented
performances of and mobilization toward (liberal) freedom for blacks, which antislavery
pamphleteers like David Walker often imagined through the Political, testify to the arresting
presence of white metaphysics from which blacks have attempted to abscond.4 In a plantocratic
world—which is always already an antiblack world—blackness is the necessary rupture of
Political ontology for the ascendancy of the citizen-self and his adjacent socio-political institutions.

4 To be specific, I am attempting to work out of a post-Heideggerian framework by rethinking metaphysics
as the arresting presence of antiblackness. Where Heidegger turns away from metaphysics, I investigate the manner
of Being that Jefferson (as a metonym for the Political, nation-state and “American”) enjoys and must defend through
the dialectical logics of antiblackness, the production of noncitizens to whom anything can be done. These noncitizens,
if we follow Heidegger’s project of Being, are “ready-to-hand”: tools according to which the Being establishes itself
as such. (I am also reducing Heidegger to a footnote, so as to give precedence to Walker’s own ontological thought.)
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David Walker and Saidiya Hartman might agree, therefore, that antiblackness underwrites our
dialectic between self-mastery (freedom) and self-abdication (wretchedness).
Hartman writes on the subject of black freedom under the weight of an intellectual burden:
“[These] acts of redress are undertaken with the acknowledgment that conditions will most likely
remain the same. This acknowledgment implies neither resignation nor fatalism but a recognition
of the enormity of the breach instituted by slavery and the magnitude of domination.” (51)
Antiblackness is precisely this breach, this disjunction of time and reason, in which Politics (as
state violence, sexual violence, forced labor) negates any claims of ontology or freedom for blacks
in its world. Such is the terror of Walker’s alarming passage: “ I count my life not dear unto me,
but I am ready to be offered at any moment. For what is the use of living, when in fact I am dead.”
(70) So long as Politics prescribes the nation-state, the metaphysics of antiblackness (the law of
father-cum-master) will keep its wretched in a state of injury. Black resistance, in spite of
wretchedness, poses a disorienting question to this metaphysics’ faulty rationality and shores up
the paradoxical notion of black freedom as a form of unlogic. Walker’s genealogy mobiliz es this
tension in a simultaneous attempt to curtail the former and propel the latter.
Wretchedness, for Walker, is a central cog in the American machine, necessary for the
enactment of Politics. Read his preamble to Appeal and see:
[Having], in the course of my travels, taken the most accurate observations
of things as they exist—the result of my observations has warranted the full and
unshaken conviction, that we, (coloured people of these United States,) are the most
degraded, wretched, and abject set of beings that ever lived since the world began;
and I pray God that none like us ever may live again until time shall be no more…
And as the inhuman system of slavery, is the source from which most of our
miseries proceed, I shall begin with that curse to nations, which has spread terror
and devastation (8-9).
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Where Walker coheres with Hartman, and where I tread the course of this section, is a
thorough engagement with wretchedness as a paradigm for distinguishing Being from existence.
By traversing the grounds of the plantocracy, he comes to see “things as they exist” but marks the
critical difference as he turns to black being. David Walker’s abolitionist project stands in a
privileged relation to Fanon’s Wretched of the Earth, which interpellates the struggle for political
ontology and the dispossession of ego, but we might also turn to Fanon’s “The Lived Experience
of the Black M an” in Black Skin, White Masks. The M artinican philosopher writes, “Ontology—
once it is finally admitted as leaving existence by the wayside—does not permit us to understand
the being of the black man.” (82). Underlying Fanon’s (and Walker’s) masculinist language is a
thought-experiment with the limits of expressing the necessary manifestation of blackness in a
white world. Put differently, for Walker, blackness is the perversion of ethics, the want for Political
ontology, and the absence of individual autonomy. When Walker prays to God that “none like us
ever may live again until time shall be no more” (8), there is a clear sense that blackness does more
than name the circumstance of enslavement: it incarnates the underside of (white) freedom in
Politics over which time, as metaphysics synecdochized, asserts domain. 5
In “Theory in Black,” Lewis Gordon deploys a lexis whetted by the cutlass of Being:
“Blackness, in all its metaphors and historical submergence, reaches out to theory, then, as theory
split from itself. It is the dark side of theory, which, in the end, is none other than theory itself,
understood as self-reflective, outside itself” (198). Taken in the context of Appeal, “coloured
citizens” live in a state of constantly reaching for theory (as Political ontology) and constantly
missing its standards, even while their wretchedness maintains and defines the condition of
freedom for whites (American citizens). David Walker repeatedly curses the Americans for this
metaphysics but surrenders his existence to a higher power: “[God’s ears are] continually open to
the cries, tears and groans of his oppressed people; and being a just and holy Being will at one day
5 Stephen Best’s recent book None Like Us employs black philosophy, Muñozian queer theory and aesthetic
theory to argue that negation—albeit controversial for black humanists and pragmatists —is the material that
precipitates blackness. Thinking with David Walker’s prayer, Best presses the question of black aesthetics and
sociality as entangled with the hydraulics of death and nonbeing. This text, which breaks new ground in black studies,
cultivates a new historicism in which blackness can be experienced and aestheticized as “self-eclipse”.
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appear fully in behalf of the oppressed… I am with streaming eyes, compelled to shrink back into
nothingness before my M aker, and exclaim again, thy will be done” (10, 33). 6 Not the “God” of
white enslavers, Walker’s theodicy acts as a balm for the wretched to appreciate providence in the
will of God and reject antiblack claims about the racialization of the soul. Yet, because this God
has “Being,” his theodicy ought not be understood as fully outside the white theology forced upon
him. Appeal, as I have argued, reinforces and undermines this hegemonic script. But what is this
nothingness of which Walker speaks? Is it a pre-Heideggerian articulation of being’s impure
element, the ‘nothing’? Or, perhaps more imaginatively, does it predicate contemporary theorist
Fred M oten’s black mysticism, wherein no/thingness confers the potential for sociality outside
transcendental phenomenology’s ontogenetic standpoint? In any case, Walker reinforces Western
metaphysical and theological forms even as he undermines them from the vantage point of the
oppressed. We might say, therefore, that Walker’s “shrinking back” is an ineffable and paradoxical
appearance of his jeremiadic theodicy.
Even though blackness here names the psychopathology of wretchedness—the
crushing into nothingness that confers Fanon’s ‘racial-epidermal schema’ without Being—we
must not ignore how Walker attempts to challenge the metaphysics of antiblackness. His
jeremiadic philosophy of blackness galvanized abolitionist sentiments in its readers and abandons
a rehearsal of the abject-to-freedom archetype. This is to say that, for Walker, the genealogies of
black wretchedness and freedom are dynamic, and that he embraces a different ontology of the
African American writer than did his contemporaries. Walker believes that his Appeal does not
merely perform humanity for white readers, but rather upends respectable forms of black being to
which they were accustomed by radicalizing his typography and rhetorical tone. I do not mean to
call this optimism; nonetheless, he questions the utility of proclaiming a pure arrival at freedom-2
via his own positionality as a free black. Championing the exigency of black nihilism, Calvin

6 It is worth noting that David Walker’s Appeal expressly rejects the Christian American theology that was
used to justify the metaphysics of antiblackness in the legal status of slavehood. His third article “Our Wretchedness
in Consequence of the Preachers of the Religion of Jesus Christ” further exemplifies this point, albeit Walker explicit ly
contests antiblack teleologies in his own practice.
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Warren historicizes the metaphysical quandary of the antebellum “free black” as a paradoxical
enjambment of freedom (being) and blackness (the pathology of nonbeing/nonfreedom), giving
way to degrees of freedom. Unenslaved African Americans, for Warren, live as historical and
philosophical allegories: The condition of emancipation that explains David Walker and modern
blacks characterizes the ontological struggle between master and slave. This combat is reinstituted
in both Walker’s enjambment of “coloured citizens” and contemporary assertions of “Black
ontology” as affronts to the mandates of Politics whose ability to retaliate in state violence goes
unchecked. Walker bemoans the unknowability of utter liberation (freedom-2), making use of
affective typography: “I am full!!! I can hardly move my pen!!! and as I expect some will try to
put me to death, to strike terror into others, and to obliterate from their minds the notion of freedom,
so as to keep my brethren the more secure in wretchedness, where they will be permitted to stay
but a short time” (27). Appeal’s rhetorical appeal, as such, might be located in its refusal to wilfully
collapse into wretchedness and its brazen condemnation of those who propagate its metaphysics.
David Walker’s fiery diatribe against Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia best
illustrates the nature of his writerly ontology.
A pamphlet of nearly thirty-thousand words, Walker’s Appeal dedicates numerous pages
to Notes’ ontoepistemic violence. As has been stated, the pamphlet’s project is simultaneously to
uplift blacks in a state of wretchedness and to implicate certain entities in the transmission of
antiblackness. Literary scholars’ fetishization of the “abject prodigy” in figures like Phillis
Wheatley (whom Jefferson repeatedly belittled) has obscured the relationship between political
enterprises and cultural forms in the Black radical tradition. Appeal’s 1829 attempt to confront the
Political head-on through the metonym of Jefferson represents much more than a foray into the art
of pamphleteering: It demonstrates the relative intellectual agency of the wretched and Walker’s
prescient knowledge of political philosophy. He writes of Jefferson’s antiblackness:
[Notes’] very verse, brethren, having emanated from M r. Jefferson, a much
greater philosopher the world never afforded, has in truth injured us more, and has
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been as great a barrier to our emancipation as anything that has ever been advanced
against us. I hope you will not let it pass unnoticed. (31)
A clear call of action to emancipated and enslaved blacks, this passage demonstrates two
specific tactics. First, as I have argued, it draws a parallel between the abstract and the material by
invoking Jefferson’s writing in the propagation of antiblack violence. Not cut off from the sociopolitical imagination of America, Notes was widely circulated amongst the (white) reading public
and became a seminal text for Southern plantocrats. Walker avers as such, “M r. Jefferson's remarks
respecting us, have sunk deep into the hearts of millions of the whites, and never will be removed
this side of eternity.” (32) Indeed, the quasi-anthropological and scientific assertions of Jefferson’s
manuscript sanctioned the illogic and unethical treatment of blacks long after the Founding
Father’s death.
In reproach of Jeffersonian philosophy, David Walker not only belies Notes’ assumptions
in the very act of writing, he brazenly censures its depiction of blackness, supporting instead a
redistribution of social and economic capital to bring about freedom-1. Walker’s second tactic is
to depict a radical historiographical shift in the locus of agency —as hegemonically figured through
the magnanimous intervention of nation-states—to blacks in their capacities for (epistemological)
insurrection: “Let no one of us suppose that the refutations which have been written by our white
friends are enough—they are whites—we are blacks. We, and the world wish to see the charges of
M r. Jefferson refuted by the blacks themselves” (25). Put differently, Walker would like to recast
the wretched as agents rather than objects of philosophy. Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia,
in vogue with his early national imaginary, romanticized the Politics of ancient Roman society and
its white slaves who “excelled too in science, insomuch as to be usually employed as tutors to their
master’s children.” His distinction between Roman and the African slaves, furthermore, is not
“condition” but “nature” (Walker 26). This naturalist teleology for the preservation of black
wretchedness takes Walker to the brink of anger: “Have not the Americans instituted laws to hinder
us from obtaining our freedom?… Now, M r. Jefferson tells us, that our condition is not so hard,
as the slaves were under the Romans!!!!!!” (32) Even here, in “Our Wretchedness in Consequence
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of Slavery,” Appeal does more than invoke the sympathy of its white abolitionist readers. Pointing
out an historical flaw in Jefferson’s magnum opus, Walker notes that the Roman slave, whose
European ancestry potentialized upward mobility, could take the helm of Being and “rise to the
greatest eminence in the State.” Not to mention, Roman slaves had the political autonomy to
purchase their own freedom (20). Intellectual confrontations such as this one can be identified
throughout Appeal, a text which refuses to accept black wretchedness as presented in Politics.
Instead, Walker carves out a space for early black philosophy by incriminating the propagators of
antiblackness and reworking hegemonic conceptions of freedom. While lack a grammar for utter
freedom from white metaphysics, Walker appropriates the problematic leitmotiv of national
citizenship to imagine black freedom,.

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit Being: David Walker’s Cartogra
phies of Freedom
Throughout his first two articles, Walker not only revises Jefferson’s metaphysics of
antiblackness, he charts new cartographies of freedom as imagined otherwise. Given Jefferson’s
own investment in recolonization—sending blacks to a “proper” location, far away from the
(white) Americans and their homestead (Jefferson 144)—it is unsurprising that Walker turns to the
American Colonization Society in his sprawling fourth article, “Our Wretchedness in Consequence
of the Colonizing Plan.” The society’s mission was to resolve the moral dilemma of slavery (as
presaged by Jefferson) and the growing presence of insurrectionary blacks by financing their
exportation to West Africa. Until the American Civil War, colonization remained an acceptable
alternative to emancipation in its restaging of the M iddle Passage (Dorsey 77). For Walker,
recolonization stands as the ultimate dispersion of wretchedness across physical/psychic space—
a foil to the balm of freedom against (yet within) the dominant system. He expounds upon t his
point in cutting diction, imagery and typographical performance: “They keep us three or four
hundred feet underground working in their mines, night and day to dig up gold and silver to enrich
them and their children.—They keep us in the most death-like ignorance by keeping us from all
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source of information, and call us, who are free men and next to the Angels of God, their
property!!!!!!” (Walker 74) American’s colonial project in Liberia only perpetuates Politics
because it endorses blacks’ want of Political ontology and justifies their assimilation into capitalist
machinations. This “death-like ignorance,” evoking Achille’s work on necropower, is the driving
force that keeps blacks under the scourge of Politics and away from the knowledge of self-mastery
(or emancipation) as made manifest in various forms of insurrection. In order to fully flesh out
Walker’s genealogy of black freedom, in this section, we will attend to its interpellation of the
politics of black freedom and its transnational scope, specifically in Walker’s appropriation of the
Toussaint Louverture figure as the subject of insurrection.
Not cut off from Jefferson’s speculation that blacks had no capacity for Reason, Appeal
lodges an argument for social consciousness as a corequisite to s elf-mastery. David Walker’s use
of the manicule (☞) to identify propagators of the metaphysical scheme stands in a privileged
relation to his emancipatory argument. For Walker, ‘colored’ names both the condition of and
potential remedy to M iddle-Passage blackness. In this state of legal, physical and psychic abjection
(wretchedness), there is still the motivating force of transnational fraternity from which blacks
might wrest intersubjectivity. Returning to Fanon, however, since ontology leaves existence by the
wayside, the question of Being must be held against the logics of the state. Without integration
into the ontological fold of citizenry through emancipation, according to Walker, blacks miss the
freedom-1: “[We] ask them for nothing but the rights of man, for them to set us free, and treat us
like men, and there will be no danger, for we will love and respect them, and protect our country —
but cannot conscientiously do these things until they treat us like men.” (74-75) This allusion to
Thomas Paine’s The Rights of Man centers early national articulations of legal personhood in
Appeal’s insurrectionary call, establishing an ontological framework that is dependent upon
Politics and dialectical struggle for the enactment of self-mastery. Self-mastery, then, assumes
explicitly gendered and republican valences that cohere Appeal’s genealogy of black freedom to a
philosophical anthropology that also sustains hegemonic whiteness. M y third term for Walker’s
philosophy, black republicanism, is a synthesis of Walker’s dialectical schema that relocates
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Blacks within the ontological fold in order to prove their commensurability to whites in all respects
except phenotype. Unlike Charles M ills’ ‘black liberalism’, the grounds for black republicanism
hinged on America’s obsession with nativism: citizenship defined by nativity and mutual
investment in the nation-state. Furthermore, because the ‘Founding Fathers’ prescribed and
codified the Politics of freedom under the auspices of whiteness and maleness, there is an obvious
tension between Walker’s abolitionist rhetoric and the resolution of white metaphysics. Indeed,
Walker’s freedom-1 arguably preserves the institution of Politics by championing its categorical
model, thus assimilating into its violent processes.
Pacifism, a conjoint philosophy amongst many black republicans, often gave way to
insurgency. Although Walker romanticizes the inclusion of blacks into national family, he does
not shy away from critique of American republicanism as it exists during his contemporary
moment. He warns at one point that “the Americans [will] see the fearful terror they labour under
for fear that my brethren will get my Book and read it—and tell me if their declaration is true—
viz, if the United States of America is a Republican Government?” (82) Even Frederick Douglass,
whose pacifism might be better understood as a performance for white readers, confessed in his
third autobiography The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass that when the rhetorical appeal of
black republicanism failed, he became more open to the insurrectionary logos of John Brown and
later to slavery’s calamitous end in the Civil War (Blight). For many emancipated and enslaved
blacks in the United States, the idea of insurrection became an impetus for collective Black
identity, forged through the principles of resistance and cultural memory. Post-revolutionary Haiti
in particular was as a spiritual-cum-geopolitical paragon of transnational fraternity and a meeting
ground for numerous African American abolitionists, including Frederick Douglass and William
Wells Brown. David Walker’s brief reference to Haiti indexes both registers of black freedom:
O my suffering brethren!... Read the history particularly of Hayti, and see
how they were butchered by the whites, and do you take warning. The person whom
God shall give you, give him your support and let him go his length, and behold in
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him the salvation of your God. God will indeed, deliver you through him from your
deplorable and wretched condition under the Christians of America. (23) 7
In this rich declaration, I locate a radical icon of black freedom—a trans-historical cominginto-being for the wretched—that often travels in David Walker’s radicalism: the Louverture
figure. M ore specifically, the historian will remind us that perhaps the most popular icon of
transnational fraternity and insurrection amongst African Americans was Toussaint Louverture. In
her article “The Franco-Haitian Grammar of Transnational African American Writing,” M arlene
Daut examines how representations of Haiti in early African American literature impacted
discourses on liberation and, in turn, placed Black identity in a transnational context. Juxtaposing
abolitionist writers like Brown and Douglass, Daut argues that the common “grammar” of
solidarity between Franco-Haitian and US abolitionist rhetoric played a central role in the
formation of African American literary culture. William Wells Brown, for example, lifted much
of his writing on the US plantocracy from the British abolitionist John Beard’s The Life of
Toussaint L’Ouverture (1853), and drafted his 1854 speech-turned-pamphlet, “St. Domingo, its
Revolutions and its Patriots” with passages from Clotel, suggesting an interminable link between
the abolition of slavery in the United States and the overthrow of slavery in Haiti. Diaspora, Daut
argues, is not moored to physical location but to imaginative spaces of meaning and spatial identity
in which blacks could mobilize glocal efforts and challenge structural disenfranchisement.
David Walker’s model of black republicanism must be taken alongside his
cartographies of freedom in the “history particularly of Hayti.” Specifically, by glorifying the
Louverture figure, he embraces the notion of a masculine subject of insurrection who galvanizes
his people for freedom in/as this ontological facticity called self-mastery. With ‘citizen’ as the
chosen model of Political ontology in the US plantocracy, to become a master of oneself is also to
master the logics that make ‘self’ legible within the grammar of white metaphysics. (The
bondsman is mastered by the legible self of the property -owning citizen, a Hegelian adaptation.)
7

WEB Du Bois, whose father was of Haitian descent, highlights this passage in his personal copy
of Appeal, now located in Emory University’s Stuart A. Rose Library. (See figure 2)
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Returning to an earlier excerpt—“I count my life not dear unto me, but I am ready to be offered at
any moment. For what is the use of living, when in fact I am dead”—it is now evident that black
freedom cannot be reduced to an imitation of the master, although it often appears as such in the
invocation of Political freedom. Walker’s black freedom, furthermore, might necessitate a
reenactment of Politics for the success of its abolitionist objectives. Not a self-identified
abolitionist, British writer M arcus Rainsford goes to great lengths in his Historical Account of the
Black Empire of Haiti (1805) to describe Toussaint Louverture’s character and appearance as
conducive to Political aesthetics: “In person, [he] was of a manly form, above the middle stature,
with a countenance bold and striking, yet full of the most prepossessing suavity —terrible to an
enemy, but inviting to the objects of his friendship… his principles were as pure and legitimate as
those which actuated the great founders of liberty in any former age or clime” (252). A virile
subject capable of organizing military forces and fitting the propriety of a monarch—or a Founding
Father—Rainsford’s Louverture was well attended by white readers and early African American
writers alike. The widely circulated Black Empire inspired divergent sentiments on the Haitian
Revolution, both provoking the codification of stricter slave codes and reinforcing claims of
(black) self-mastery. Walker’s Appeal clearly fashions itself after Rainford’s account. However,
we must address the pitfalls of the Louverture figure as they emerge in a subsequent version of his
image and go largely unexamined in the pamphlet.
An 1832 lithograph portrait by Nicolas Eustache M aurin depicts Louverture through the
racist imaginary, wearing an ornate French military garb with exaggerated facial features and body
turned away from the onlooker.8 First printed in Iconographie des contemporains (1838), the
portrait embraced racist depictions of blacks and was quickly absorbed into the collective
imaginary of colonial France. Although it is alleged that M aurin’s piece was modelled after
Louverture’s own lost portrait, most historians agree that M aurin openly pandered to
colonial/patriarchal enterprises: It was common for women in nineteenth-century portraiture to
look away from the onlooker, as convention had it that only men were honourable enough break
8

Figure 3
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the fourth wall (“European Attitudes”). Turned away from the onlooker, Louverture assumes a
feminine posture that, when taken alongside his exaggerated mouth and nose, is meant to ironize
his adornment in French vestments and strip him of his honour. Honour here might be understood
as ontological facticity in the sense that it counters the status of the wretched (who lacks Being
and the honour that accompanies it in a plantocratic society). M aurin emasculates Louverture—a
stark contrast to Rainsford—in a larger attempt to court the (French) Political imaginary as it
visualizes a fissure in its metaphysics: the
success of the Haitian Revolution. There is still a sense, nonetheless, that M aurin’s visual
account of the Louverture figure speaks to David Walker’s own predisposition towards selfmastery as an imbrication of masculinist and legal power. Specifically, I read Louverture’s stripped
honor as self-mastery’s aesthetic economy in Political freedom, which inevitably maintains the
irresolution of black being.
David Walker’s masculinist language tests the limits of expressing the necessary
manifestation of blackness in an antiblack world. Black freedom is embattled by wretchedness, the
arresting presence of metaphysics, which threatens to strip emancipation at any moment with
gratuitous violence or reenslavement. Freedom-2 eviscerates this ontological dilemma from which
the wretched want to abscond and are met with the force of Politics. Whereas the Louverture figure
must rise to the occasion in his phallic power and declare Being, Appeal dynamizes the strategy of
black republicanism to challenge the metaphysics of antiblackness. Walker meditates on cominginto-being (or ontogenesis) for the black recurrently through the term “M AN”—signifying citizensubject or Being—as typified in an excerpt that ought to be given further consideration:
M an, in all ages and all nations of the earth, is the same. M an is a peculiar
creature—he is the image of his God, though he may be subjected to the most
wretched condition upon earth…[We] ask them for nothing but the rights of man,
for them to set us free, and treat us like men, and there will be no danger, for we
will love and respect them, and protect our country —but cannot conscientiously do
these things until they treat us like men (69, 74-75).
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Insisting upon the metaphysical structure that separates M an from other (or master from
slave) troubles Appeal and its insurrectionary call precisely because it preserves the offending
structure as both “man” and “slave” are inculcated in white masculinist discourse. Walker
envisages an America without fear of violence, without plantocratic machinations, wherein
citizenship is oriented toward the defense of the nation-state rather than precedent racialist orders.
M aurin’s portrait of Louverture represents the limit of that argument, however, as a naïve redress
of metaphysics’ attritional violence: Louverture wears the vestments of Politics (his elite French
attire) but remains obscured by M aurin’s racist portrayal of African features, symbolizing Politics’
a priori exclusion of the black from the category of “M AN”. When animated by ontological logics,
the Louverture figure accomplishes little beyond freedom-1, even though its conceptual
foundations expand the geographical reach of blackness. Indeed nonideal, Walker’s genealogies
of black freedom have the capacity to simultaneously defy and uphold the structure of violence.

Conclusion:
Early Black Philosophy & the Weight of Social Consciousness
David Walker’s Appeal in Four Articles: Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured
Citizens of the World helped lay the larger ideological foundations for what would become “black
philosophy”—a transgressive, consciousness-building intellectual tradition that grew out of the
American plantocracy and its afterlife. An incredibly prescient document, Appeal illumines
modern-day philosophies of black freedom that cling to the (black) phallus and even to rights bearing humanism as organizing principles for social progressivism. To reduce Walker’s
masculinist language to a product of his time is to flatten Political violence at its core:
antiblackness, heteropatriarchy, and epistemic power synergize to arraign any possibility of
collective black freedom in their despotic co-necessitation. This paper has charted Appeal’s
genealogies of wretchedness and freedom in a dialectical fashion, but what have yet to be
thoroughly investigated are their implications for rethinking early black philosophy —as well as
early black pamphleteering—as tasks of great psycho-affective or phenomenological difficulty.
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Walker repeatedly acknowledges that the weight of social consciousness, bound up with
the exigency of black abolitionism as a consciousness-building effort, often resulted in a general
mood of anguish. The weight of social consciousness lies, expressly in Appeal, in the knowledge
of structural dominance, the ignorance of utter freedom, and the ongoing irresolution of black
being: “Ignorance, my brethren, is a mist, low down into the very dark and almost impenetrable
abyss in which our fathers for many centuries have been plunged.” (22) Frederick Douglass writes
in a similar vein: “I have found that, to make a contented slave, it is necessary to make a thoughtless
one. It is necessary to darken his moral and mental vision, and, as far as possible, to annihilate the
power of reason…and he can be brought to that only when he ceases to be a man.” (45) It perhaps
need not be said that the lives of these two black abolitionists took notably different turns: Our
philosopher, David Walker, met a tragic end shortly after publishing his widely read Appeal. A
mortality draped in scandal; the historical record is still unclear as to the true nature of Walker’s
demise. Tuberculosis was notarized as the cause of death; however, in finding Walker’s corpse
prostrate outside his front door, black Bostonians overwhelmingly believed that he was likely
poisoned by a proslavery assassin (Shelby 2). Historical accuracy aside, that even in death David
Walker is haunted by white metaphysics testifies to the terror of the offending structure and its
iterative schemes. This is a longue durée that, as I have argued elsewhere, reiterates, at the
phenomenological and genealogical level, the ‘event’ of capture. Sharing in antiblackness’s longue
durée and the nonevent of freedom-2, emancipated blacks carry weight into the twenty-first
century.
Where Walker and Douglass remind us of the terror of Being at their historical threshold,
contemporary readers must question their assumption of masculinist lexis in the work of black
freedom. Wretchedness, as has been discussed, operates squarely within patriarchal gestures
towards political ontology (white male citizenship) in its necessary manifestation of impurity. The
path to black freedom, therefore, cannot be cleared with the ontological tools of the master. Julietta
Singh’s Unthinking Mastery begins with the assertion that European hegemony will not end until
the destruction of mastery. M astery, according to the decolonialist, is the very essence of power,
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and therefore all forms of mastery—abolitionist (self-)mastery, humanism and state-building—
reenact the original violence. Reading how such theorists as Frantz Fanon and Aimé Césaire
espouse discourses of mastery in order to reject political ontology, Singh brilliantly argues for an
honest deconstruction of decolonial logics and intimates that true freedom can only be found
beyond the master-slave dialectic. Relying on this dialectic to advance his antislavery argument,
David Walker presages the epistemological trap in which we find ourselves when animated by
Western metaphysics and hegemonic masculinity. Singh’s text thusly poses the question that
Walker does not fully answer: Can there be black sociality without self-mastery? Such a question
must be entertained if we, following Appeal, seek to uplift the “coloured citizens of the world.”
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Abstract
In this essay I analyze Sidney Poitier’s three autobiographical texts, positing that an analysis of
these texts illuminates a counter discourse to the predominant representations of Black masculinity
in American and Caribbean popular culture. While Poitier’s texts can be read as imbuing him with
patriarchal masculinist attributes which his critics accused him of lacking, they can also be read as
challenges to patriarchal expectations of Black boyhood and Black masculinity, specifically in
relation to sex and violence as modes of entrance into patriarchal manhood. Further, I read
Poitier’s autobiographic collection as an intervention into the silence around Black men’s trauma.
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In the world in which I travel, I am endlessly creating myself.
Frantz Fanon1
The beauty of memory is how it allows us to look back at the events of our lives through the lens
of different contexts and to see meaning overlooked before—revealing even more riches than we
first suspected.
Sidney Poitier2

Any discussion about the representation of Black masculinity in film and popular culture
must include an analysis of the work and life of Sir Sidney Poitier. Poitier is unquestionably one
of, if not the most, significant Black actors of the twentieth century. In Toms, Coons, Mulattoes,
Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films (1973), Donald Bogle
justifies Poitier’s overwhelming presence within his text (and a discussion of Black film as a
whole), stating: “[It] was obvious to me that Poitier is such an important figure in the history of
black films and black performers that he demanded extensive coverage” (xi). Similarly, Alvin
M arill shows how Poitier’s career is inextricably connected to African American social and
political movements. In his study of Poitier’s films spanning from the beginning to the height of
the actor’s career (from 1950 to 1977), M arill aligns Poitier’s rise to prominence in Hollywood
with the development of the American Civil Rights M ovement. He writes, “[t]he movement, in
the arts, at least, quietly attached itself to Poitier’s coattails. The struggle, in films, was to be
Poitier’s alone. To the movement, however, he was to be the symbol, the first black superstar, the
ebony saint, as he frequently has been called, the personification of the black man on the screen”
(M arill 11). Finally, Nelson George posits, “If you trace Poitier’s development from star to

1
2

Black Skin, White Masks 229
Life Beyond Measure xvi
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producer-director, you get a pointed view of the evolution of black filmmakers within Hollywood.
Almost everything that the current crop of African-American filmmakers and actors have tried
within the system was accomplished or attempted by Poitier first” (Blackface xiii). As the
trailblazing “personification of the black man on the screen,” Poitier has had to measure up to
many people’s expectations both on screen and off. Poitier’s performances of Black masculinity
throughout his career then, one could argue, has undeniably influenced the ways in which
American and Caribbean audiences have come to understand ‘the Black man’.
In this essay I analyze Sidney Poitier’s three autobiographical texts, positing that an analysis
of these texts illuminate a counter discourse to the predominant representations of Black
masculinity in American and Caribbean popular culture. While Poitier’s texts can be read as
imbuing him with the patriarchal masculinist attributes which his critics accused him of lacking,
they can also be read as challenges to patriarchal expectations of Black boyhood and Black
masculinity, specifically in relation to sex and violence as modes of entrance into patriarchal
manhood. Further, I read Poitier’s autobiographic collection as an intervention into the silence
around Black men’s trauma. The above quote from Fanon’s influential work regarding the effects
of white domination on the Black psyche serves as an apt epigraph in a discussion of an actor
whose livelihood literally depends on his ability to create new versions of the self-on-screen.
Further, the second quote by Sidney Poitier himself, speaks to the act of recreating self through
memory. Specifically, Poitier recreates himself via the autobiographical text. Several theories of
autobiography inform my analysis of Poitier’s three autobiographic texts.
In Postcolonialism and Autobiography, Alfred Hornung and Ernstpeter Ruhe suggest that
“[a]utobiography in its widest definition seems to provide a convenient genre to embrace the
crossroad cultures from East and West and to launch an emancipator political and cultural
program”(3). Poitier exploits the autobiography in order to emancipate himself from emasculated
iconography that binds his legacy; through his autobiographic trilogy he redefines, reconstructs,
and rehabilitates his public and private image. In his analysis of Poitier’s first autobiography Keith
Harris explains:
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The star autobiography is, on the one hand, a constructed, narrative selfrepresentation; and, on the other, it is an answering to criticism of the public image,
a projection of another truth claim, a true persona, to counter the film persona, the
star type…In the case of Poitier, considering that the autobiography arrives some ten
to fifteen years after the height of his career (as opposed to writing his autobiography
in 1967 or the early Seventies), the mediation of the private/public sets of opposition
perform a self-restoration of his image in certain capacities (Harris 48).
I agree with Harris’ assessment here but would suggest that Poitier is not merely interested in a
self-restoration project; if he were, one autobiography would have sufficed. The penning of the
second and third autobiographies indicates Poitier’s need for acceptance/understanding (Measure
of a Man) and a dedication to a project of legacy building (Life Beyond Measure: Letters to My
Great-Granddaughter) respectively. While these works overtly reflect a consonance with the
standard patriarchal mode of masculinity, it is in reading between the lines that one discovers a
nuanced representation of Black masculinity. Without a doubt, Poitier is engaged with redressing
his longing for acceptance and effecting a reconnection with vital elements of his past life.
Poitier’s autobiographic set cannot be considered a trilogy in which each text focuses on a
specific time period, a chronology from early to middle and, subsequently, to later life experiences;
rather, each subsequent text is a revisioning and retelling of the original. Poitier’s insistence on
repeating his life story indicates his awareness of his own celebrity and the racial, political, and
cultural implications of the narratives about himself. His insistence further indicates Poitier’s own
desire/need to work out and work through the meaning of his life experiences for himself.
Undoubtedly, Poitier is aware of the discourses surrounding his image in American and Caribbean
popular culture, much of which scathingly attacked his onscreen representation of Black manhood.
M ost notably, the one article that has raised Poitier’s rancor more than any other is the Sunday, 10
September 1967, New York Times article written by Clifford M ason. M ason’s article “Why Do
White Folks Love Sidney Poitier So?” has had an indelible effect on Poitier’s perception of the
public’s view of his character and his career. Keyser and Ruszkowski suggest that “M ason’s barbs
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were doubtlessly influential in shaping the development of Poitier’s career. M any of Poitier’s roles
for the next few years can actually be viewed as attempts on his part to rebut M ason’s attacks and
to refute the arguments of other militant critics” (122). While Keyser and Rusz kowski’s comments
refer specifically to Poitier’s filmic choices, I suggest here that this statement is also true of his
literary work. So, traumatized by the vitriolic lambasting he received in M ason’s article, Poitier
returns to this event time and again in his autobiographies. M ason’s very public and personal
attack, however, is only one of the defining moments in Poitier’s life and he in fact uses his
autobiographies to remember and recreate other defining moments that inform the man he has
become. If we agree that Poitier’s project goes beyond a self-involved superstar’s narcissistic
endeavor of self-revision, we can consider it a project of counter narratives in which Poitier
consciously resists the patriarchal pitfalls of (mis)representing Black mas culinity.
In his three autobiographical texts, Poitier reviews his life experiences from his humble
beginnings in the Caribbean to his ascension to Hollywood superstardom. While his first text is a
straightforward autobiographical reportage of his first fifty years on the planet, each subsequent
text is more reflective, analytical, and pointed. A cursory reading of the titles of each text reveals
what seems to be Poitier’s quest for acceptance, understanding, and validation. Poitier first text
This Life, is an emphatic statement, demanding recognition for its individuality. In this text, Poitier
traces the trajectory of his life and career, from his tenuous, premature birth to poor tomato farmer
parents from Cat Island, Bahamas to his migration to the United States of America, from his move
away from overtly racist Florida to life in the indifferent city of New York, from his job as a
heavily accented, semi-literate dishwasher to a career of eminence and eloquence as an Academy
Award winning actor. Keith Harris writes: “This Life (1980), Poitier’s first autobiographical
installment, is a textual nexus. This Life is a simultaneity of narratives: it is an immigrant tale, a
migration tale, a testimonial, a confessional, a chronicling of the black experience, a conservative
‘picked myself up by the boot straps tale,’ as well as a liberal tale of cultural pluralism” (46).
The title of Poitier’s second autobiography, The Measure of a Man (2000), speaks for itself.
This text covers much of the same material of the first autobiography; however, in this text Poitier
seems preoccupied with defending his life and career choices, and most significantly, his
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masculinity. Importantly, Poitier does not look toward Hollywood for images of Black masculinity
to emulate, but he looks back to the Caribbean and the lessons he learned from his parents while
growing up in the Bahamas. Poitier measures himself as a man based on his ability to adhere to
the “dignified” standards set by his parents. In this text, Poitier consistently returns to the teachings
of his father and mother, both of whom he celebrates and both of whom he credits for making him
the man he has become.
In his last memoir, Life Beyond Measure: Letters to my Great-granddaughter (2008),
Poitier revisits the material from his first two texts; this time he refigures his life experiences within
an epistolary frame. This last text consists of twenty -three letters, each one addressed to Poitier’s
great-granddaughter, Ayele. The Poitier legacy is the focus of this text. These letters to his greatgranddaughter position Poitier as a benevolent patriarch of three generations (of predominately
female progeny). In this, the last of his autobiographical trilogy, Poitier positions himself as great
grandfather, not just to Ayele but to all of his readers. In the final chapter of this text, Poitier
rhetorically asks “After all, how can an old grandfather make himself available to his great grandchildren and others after he’s gone other than to leave something of himself that he hopes
will be useful?”(Life 271). Poitier’s desire to transcend time and space, his insistence on being
remembered, and being remembered correctly, starkly contrasts with the attitude of Bert Williams ,
the man who, in the world of entertainment, may be considered, Poitier’s predecessor. Williams
famously stated, “Nobody in America knows my real name and, if I can prevent it, nobody ever
will (cited in Carters 15). To this end, Williams actively sought to silence his past 3 .
In contrast, Poitier is determined to bring his experiences to voice; he does this via his
autobiographic texts. He explains why he has chosen to write his third memoir: “I wanted her [his
great-granddaughter Ayele] to know me in my own words, from stories not passed down but told
from my lips, stories from my mind and imagination, from my philosophies and experiences —my

“Bert Williams, largely forgotten today, was the first African-American star: the most famous ‘colored man’ in
America during the early years of the twentieth century” (Pierpont). Williams and Poitier share many
commonalities, they were both born in the Bahamas, migrated to the U.S., initially Florida, and eventually to New
York, found their way into show business and against all odds rose to the top of their field, each becoming the most
famous /successful Black man in entertainment respectively.
3
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life, as told to her, intended expressly for her and those of her generation” (italics mine, Life xxv).
Though his letters are addressed to Ayele, Poitier understands that his audience is much larger and
it is this larger audience that he hopes will “learn who [he] really was, who [he] really [is], and
what life on this earth has been from [his] vantage point” (Life xvi).

Rejecting Anger, Demanding Respect
To be sure, Poitier is not beyond the fray of the common man and he does use his texts to
retaliate against his detractors. But a facile reading of his response to M ason as simple retaliation
would elide its restorative masculinist imperative. With his response, Poitier reclaims his place in
patriarchy, but he also distinguishes himself as consciously aware of the image of the Black man
he intends to present to his audience. In his first autobiography Poitier recounts the devastat ing
effects of M ason’s article:
In that article Clifford M ason ripped to shreds everything I had ever done. He ripped
up In the Heat of the Night, and the character I played in particular, to show why
white people thought I was so terrific, why they made me such a ‘big star.’…--and
then he went further back into my career and proceeded to skin me alive retroactively,
I was an ‘Uncle Tom,’ ‘a lackey,’ ‘a house Nigger’—current terms for a lot of people,
including some highly visible blacks who were perceived as not doing whatever they
did in a way to win the applause of all their fellow blacks. (This Life 335)
Poitier writes, “I was not in control of the film business. I was not even in control of my
career in the film business beyond making a decision to play or not to play in a given piece of
material” (This Life 338).

Poitier’s awareness of the precarious position he actually held in

Hollywood at that particular point in his career does not lessen the sting of M ason’s critique,
however. According to Poitier, M ason’s article stimulated a deluge of similar articles. “The New
York Times published several more articles in which I was dumped on” (This Life 338) he laments.
He is most resentful, though, when he is juxtaposed to actors such as Fred Williamson and Jim
Brown, those new heroes of the “black exploitation films,” whose ‘macho’ films he acknowledges
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“were quite unlike mine” (This Life 339)4 . Undoubtedly, a part of the sting of these comparisons
was the valorization on Williamson and Brown’s performance of Black masculinity at the expense
of his own.
Where Poitier’s characters were generally seen as asexual, highly educated overachievers
working toward integration and the understanding of the white community, Williamson and
Brown’s characters were hard talking, hypersexual, and streetwise; they would just as soon shoot
a white man as they would have dinner with him5 . Physically, Williamson and Brown were quite
different from Poitier. Where the latter was tall and slender, the former two, who came to acting
by way of American football, were much more muscular and physically imposing. Williamson
and Brown’s hyper-masculine Black power characters eclipsed Poitier’s dignified integrationist
portraitures. Undoubtedly, the public’s embrace of these “macho” heroes bot hered Poitier; an
embrace of the new macho masculinity meant a rejection of Poitier’s more accommodating and
seemingly less virile performance of masculinity. Within This Life, however, Poitier bolsters his
own masculinity when he recounts a story of an encounter on a plane with Jim Brown in which
Brown thanks Poitier for opening the doors for the young Black actors who were then enjoying
success (This Life 341). This anecdote functions to support a claim Poitier makes a few pages prior
in response to M ason’s attack: “I knew that however inadequate my step appeared, it was important
that we make it. From one step would come another step, however overdue, and every new step
would bring us closer [to full representation in film]” (This Life 338). Poitier thus establishes
himself as a symbolic father figure to the valorized macho men of the black exploitation film era 6 .
The suggestion is that the junior actors are able to perform because Poitier has laid the groundwork;
that they are walking in his footsteps.
Poitier writes “The unavoidable comparison between me and my work on the one hand, and the new-wave
offerings on the other, produced some negative comments about ‘Sidney Poitier and his films’ from time to time, but
hey, I could take it. I didn’t particularly relish it, in fact I hated it, but I could take it” (This Life 340).
5
Poitier confesses that the representation of blackness “over a twelve-year period was the one-dimensional,
middle-class imagery I embodied most of the time” (This Life 338).
4

While Melvin Van Peebles’ Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song is generally proclaimed as initiating the black
exploitation film era, Poitier’s influential career may have made the acceptance of Black actors more palatable to
Hollywood.
6
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Though he spent quite a bit of time in his first text discussing M ason’s misguided critique
of his career, the shadow of the article continued to haunt him. Poitier returned to the article twenty
years later in his second autobiography. He titles chapter six of the text, “Why Do White Folks
Love Sidney Poitier So?” Here he acknowledges that he was attacked because he “wasn’t more
angry and confrontational” (Measure 118); he admits to the exemplary attributes of the characters
he played, and shows an understanding of the implicit and problematic assumptions and questions
to which those characters give rise:
That black people will be accepted by white society only when they’re twice as
‘white’ as the most accomplished Ivy League medical graduate? That blacks must
pretend to be something they aren’t? Or simply that black society does —of course—
contain individuals of refinement, education, and accomplishment, and that white
society—of course—should wake up to that reality? (Measure 119).
Despite the attacks on his character and his characters, Poitier nevertheless defends his choices,
stating that “it’s all too easy for anyone not a participant in the cultural clashes of that era to
unfairly dismiss films such as Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, forgetting just how revolutionary
they were in the context of their times”( Measure 119). Poitier proceeds to depict himself, rightly
so, as a revolutionary. As the first African American superstar he had to strike a special balance in
order to maintain his dignity while simultaneously appeasing Hollywood and the American public,
both Black and White.
Throughout the chapter, “Why Do White Folks Love Sidney Poitier So?”, Poitier recounts
several of the difficult situations he faced even at the height of his career. He understands the
anger this type of treatment would evoke in any man; he chooses, however, to react in what seems
a contradictory manner. “As for my part in all this,” he writes, “all I can say is that there’s a place
for people who are angry and defiant, and sometimes they serve a purpose, but that’s never been
my role” (Measure 124). Adam Goudsouzian describes Poitier’s onscreen trademark as “a cool
boil…a pot of outrage on the verge of bubbling over” (1). Goudsouzian continues, explaining the
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cultural climate and limitations in which Poitier had to carve out a space for himself and alternately
other Black entertainers:
But the powder keg never exploded. It could not explode…Poitier was Hollywood’s
lone icon of racial enlightenment; no other black actor consistently won leading roles
in major motion pictures. His on-screen actions thus bore a unique political
symbolism. The cool boil struck a delicate balance, revealing racial frustration, but
tacitly assuring a predominantly white audience that blacks would eschew violence
and preserve social order. (1)
Poitier’s strategy in Hollywood, then, was not simply one of passive resistance but one of active
rejection of anger. He aligns himself with leaders such as Gandhi, M artin Luther King, Jr., and
Nelson M andela. Poitier assures his readers that he, as well as those “ nonviolent” leaders, most
assuredly were angry at some point; however, “their anger, their rage, their resentment, their
frustration—these feelings ultimately mature by will of their own discipline into a positive energy
that can be used to fuel their positive, healthy excursions in life”(Measure 124). While Poitier
respects those who choose anger and “are able to recycle that anger and put it to different uses”
(Measure 124) as response to oppression, he wants to make it clear that he also understands
himself. He states, “I’ve learned that I must find positive outlets for anger or it will destroy me”
(Measure 124). Poitier refuses to give in to “[t]he injustice of the world [that] inspires a rage so
intense that to express it fully would require homicidal action; it’s self-destructive, destroy-theworld rage” (Measure 128). Poitier’s autobiographies, then, display the self-awareness of the
dangers of allowing anger, the one emotion allowed the Black man in an imperialist whitesupremacist capitalist patriarchy, to turn him into another Bigger Thomas.7 In This Life, in a selfreflective moment, Poitier writes “I feel that there has always been in me this potential for
violence…there has to be on the other side of my enormous effort at being likable and friendly and
fair and honest and dependable…an awful fucking violent fear that if somebody makes me angry

Bigger Thomas is the protagonist of Richard Wright’s seminal novel Native Son (1940), set in Chicago, As a result
of racism, poverty and fear lead Thomas to lash out violently against those aro und him.
7
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and I let go completely I might not be able to control it” (78). The ability to control this violence
is important to Poitier’s sense of masculinity, but more important to the man is self-knowledge. In
his third text he advises readers that “By seeing and knowing ourselves, we are given dominion
over our lives—the capacity to steer our own ships, for better and for worse” (Life 64). Poitier’s
three texts, therefore, reflect his continuing journey to this self-knowledge.
Poitier reminds his readers that despite the limiting parameters allowed him in Hollywood
in the early years, he nevertheless managed to gain the respect of industry insiders and created
positive changes in the depiction of Black masculinity in film by abiding by his personal code of
masculinity. In This Life, Poitier recounts his decision to turn down a role early in his career. 8 This
decision, for Poitier, represented his protest against the disempowered and undignified
representations of Black manhood. In the chapter “Politics,” he explains that while there was
nothing wrong with the part, nothing derogatory, he felt he should not be playing parts like that;
noting that, “if it’s just ordinary work with … nothing significant or special about it that sets it
apart, then I can’t do it”(This Life 174). In Measure of a Man, however, Poitier revisits this chapter
of his life and is much clearer as to his decision at the time: “I rejected that part because, in my
view, the character simply didn’t measure up. He didn’t fight for what mattered to him most. He
didn’t behave with dignity” (Measure 66-67). Of the character’s reaction to his daughter’s murder
Poitier comments: “He was enraged. He was tormented. Still, he remained passive. He didn’t do
shit. He left it to other people to fight his battles” (Measure 64). Poitier juxtaposes the character’s
personality with that of his own father and mother who, despite the challenges they faced, always
conducted themselves with dignity. Since the character did not measure up, Poitier could not play
him. Poitier writes that he sees his work as “who I am” and explains that the work he did “would
never bring dishonor to my father’s name” (Measure 69). In the text Poitier explains that he sees a
certain performance of dignity as integral to his construction of Black masculinity. It is his

8 Poitier

never names the film, but of the project he writes: “The part was that of a black father who worked in and
around gambling in a notorious town called Phoenix City. The gambling element threatened the black father (for
reasons that are now obscure)’ he ignored their threats, and they killed his little daughter and threw her body on his
lawn” (174).
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adherence to this conviction that he sees as responsible for the success he has had throughout his
career.
Poitier’s active resistance against ineffectual and undignified representations of Black
masculinity on film is not only seen in the roles he rejects but also in the ones he accepts. He
recalls, for instance, his initial reading of the script for the film In The Heat of The Night (1967);
Poitier reports that the original script called for Tibbs, the Northern police officer he plays, to
simply walk out when he is slapped by Endicott. He asserts, “That could have happened with
another actor playing that part, but it couldn’t happen with me” (Measure 136). It was Poitier who
demanded that the script be changed and the scene be shot “so that without a nanosecond of
hesitation, I whack him right back across the face with a backhand slap” (Measure 137). Given
that this film was released in 1967, the image of a Black man slapping a White Southerner is
arguably one of the most visually stunning moments in film. Keyser and Ruszkowski argue that
this scene “was a measure of how far Poitier had come as a black star and a militant that, in the era
when civil rights leaders like M artin Luther King endorsed nonviolence, Tibbs retaliates harshly
and violently”(110). Tibbs’ violent retaliation and, by extension, Poitier’s, from whom came the
suggestion that Tibbs “without a nanosecond of hesitation” retaliate violently, establish both the
character and the man as initiates of a patriarchy that valorizes violence as masculine. bell hooks
argue that “[e]very day in America men are violent. Their violence is deemed ‘natural’ by the
psychology of patriarchy, which insists that there is a biological connection between having a penis
and the will to do violence” (Will 55). However, the film also offers a critique of this violence
when in the following scene, after walking out on Endicott, Tibbs’ partner, the racist Southern
Sheriff Gillespie says to him: “M an, you just like the rest of us, ain’t ya?” This statement indicts
Tibbs for harboring the same violent tendencies Tibbs is determined to punish in the local whites.
Upon his suggestion then, the film shows the potential danger of the self-destructive, destroy-theworld rage Poitier writes about.
Poitier, no doubt, recounts the details of his input on this most important scene in the film to
impress upon his critics his commitment to a dignified presentation of Black masculinity. When
interviewed by Elaine Hamilton in August 1968, Poitier explains how he sees his role in
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Hollywood: “As long as I’m the only Negro actor working with consistency, I certainly intend to
perpetuate the hero image, until such time as there are sufficient Negroes in films so that we can
afford to have good guys and bad guys” (qtd by Keyser and Ruszkowski 123). Poitier understood
that to some extent he would have to play the Hollywood game from within the system, but he was
also determined to play it on his terms. Poitier insists “the true progress [his career] represented
didn’t come from unbridled rage any more than it came from polite submission. Progress then and
now comes from the collision of powerful forces within the hearts of those who strive for it”
(Measure 137).

Reclaiming Manhood Beyond the Screen
While Poitier’s public declaration of his part in the slap heard around the world is a clear
defense of his own position in patriarchal masculinity via the character Tibbs, it is not typical of
the rest of his text. Poitier seems much more concerned with a different kind of masculinity, one
that rejects violence. hooks writes, “The men who choose against violence, against death, do so
because they want to live fully and well, because they want to know love. These are men who are
true heroes, the men whose lives we need to know about, honor, and remember” (Will 74). In
presenting himself within his autobiographic texts, Poitier not only seems to advocate hooks’
position, but styles himself as an example of the kind of man she describes.
There is no better way to establish phallocentric masculinity than through heterosexual sex,
and Poitier certainly establishes himself as a naturally curious and willing heterosexual child. He
painstakingly recounts his initial attempts at losing his virginity as a nine-year old. His first and
second failed attempts, partly due to his inability to achieve an erection, were with his eleven-year
old sister-in-law (Poitier was nine at the time) and with a wild yard chicken respectively. Later,
after getting caught by his mother “playing doctor” with another family member, this time his
niece, Poitier finally does lose his virginity to “an old lady” for a reasonable price (This Life 26).
While his text goes on to discuss Poitier’s many successful sexual exploits as an adult, including
the affair with actress Diahann Carroll which ends his first marriage, an analysis of the sexual
exploits that signal his coming into manhood—his sexual rite of passage— is worth a second look.
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Poitier’s sexual exploits are not the stuff of legends. His constant ineptitude in the various
sexual situations and his inability to achieve and or maintain an erection in his first sexual
encounters go a long way to dispel the image of the inherently, sexually adept Black boy postulated
in many Hollywood films. Of his eventual deflowering at age thirteen, he recalls that the woman
was “pleasant and businesslike” and the overall experience as “very nice. Absolutely neat” (This
Life 27). Poitier does not exaggerate the sexual encounter or his prowess; nor does he postulate
that having sex gained him entrance into the community of patriarchal men. In fact, his first sexual
experience heightens the reader’s sense of his immaturity. Poitier contracted gonorrhea from the
prostitute, but in his immature mind he thinks that the penile emissions are “prolonged
ejaculation.” He eventually reported his symptoms to his father once he started to experience a
burning sensation in his penis. Poitier, though, does not write that he gets a slap on his back from
his father as a sign of masculine camaraderie; he simply writes of his father’s reaction: “He says,
‘You’re going to have to go to the hospital.’”(This Life 27). Life after sex is as mundane as it was
before, and the underage sex act does not automatically transform Poitier into a man or a hero
amongst his male family and friends.
Besides his failure as a sexual stud, Poitier also fails as a purveyor of patriarchal violence.
In both This Life and Life Beyond Measure he recounts what otherwise might be read as a typical
teenage boy’s initiation into a fraternal group of brotherhood. He explains how, after his first fight,
he earned a reputation in his neighborhood as the boy not to be messed with. A neighborhood
bully decided to test Poitier, who had just moved to Nassau from Cat Island. “William something
was looking for somebody to beat up” (This Life 22). Poitier states that he tried his best to shift
focus away from himself but to no avail. The fight that ensued consisted of one blow; William
slapped Poitier with such power that [he] went out like a light! (This Life 22), he writes. It is
Poitier’s older sister Teddy who then comes to his rescue. After ensuring that her little brother was
ok, she went in search of William and “smack[ed] him so hard his knees buckle[d], and she
proceed[ed] to beat the daylight out of him” (This Life 22). Poitier’s reputation as a boy not to be
messed with, then, was built on his sister’s strength. Rather than being embarrassed that a girl had
to fight his battle for him or conceive of this experience as emasculating, Poitier actually felt pride
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when he “overheard one boy saying to another, ‘don’t fuck with him or he’ll call his sister—and
she’s mean’”(This Life 23). Importantly, Poitier does not allow Teddy’s image to be fossilized as
an aggressive bully. In his third text, just before he retells the fight scene, he describes a more
intimate moment between his sister and himself: “and together we would just laugh and laugh until
our bellies started to hurt. She would end up hugging me… Then she would hug me again and we
would find some interesting game to play” (Life 52). Poitier is sure to humanize Teddy; she is not
one dimensional, not just there to protect him with violence, but she is also loving and caring. Here
again Poitier does not embellish his experience to make himself seem more traditionally
“masculine.” I would argue that his decision to include his less than macho experiences
demonstrates a rejection of a limiting construct of phallocentric patriarchal masculinity, a model
that demands that Black boys adhere to and excel at patriarchal sex and violence, and dominate
women in order to enter the cult of manhood. Despite his rejecting the traditional rites of passage
for boys, Poitier thrived during his time in the Bahamas; but by the time he was fifteen years old,
he had become a petty criminal and had spent one night in prison for stealing corn. In order to save
his son, Poitier’s father decided to send Sidney to M iami.
Upon his arrival in Florida, Poitier found himself isolated and alone in an alien environment.
Though he lived with his older brother and his family, Poitier could not identify with his African
American family. Of his brother’s wife and children Poitier writes, “I didn’t understand—and
they didn’t understand me. I had come from a place seemingly as far away as
M ars…communication was difficult…In fact, it was so traumatic, that whole experience, that I
was never able to adjust to M iami”(This Life 41).9 But Poitier’s alienation in Florida was not

9

Nelson George points to the complexity of the African American /Afro-Caribbean relationship from his own
perspective. “Before Bob Marley and ganja and Rastafarianism put an Afrocentric, rootsy spin on the American
view of Caribbean culture, I’d always viewed its transplanted natives as snobby, snotty, and uppity,” George
continues, “ But Sidney, whose career was built on masquerading as an African-American, successfully avoided our
prejudices. The very qualities I admired in Sidney were the things that made me resent the West Indians that I
knew. The irony is that a lot of the regal bearing he projected could, in another context, have been seen as
insufferable superiority” (17-18).
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simply due to his accommodations; more than anything else it had to do with race and Poitier’s
inability to limit himself to the construct of black manhood allowed him in an overtly racist society.
When he moved to Florida, Poitier was not naive of racism; he remembers a white friend,
Carl, in Nassau who at the age of eleven years old told Poitier that he would never have the same
opportunities as Carl did because of his race (Measure 35). Nevertheless, Poitier writes, “In
Nassau, race was still a slightly ambiguous issue” (Measure 36). Though aware of some racial
inequalities at home, nothing could prepare him for what he was about to encounter in his new
home in M iami, where there was no ambiguity about race. Poitier soon became aware of the ethics
of living in Jim Crow America. In all three of his texts, Poitier engages with the complex issues
of being Black in America and asserts his ability to reject this new sense of identity that American
racism attempted to place on him. However, Poitier never allowed his sense of self to be
determined by what was expected of him in the United States. Poitier learned his Jim Crow lesson
in a span of a few short months after moving to Florida. The most traumatic of these experiences
ended with a gun pointed at his head. A second encounter with Southern police was a final
indignity that prompted Poitier to head north.
Despite migrating to the United States at a young age, Poitier’s time in the Bahamas
continued to affect the way he understood his place in the world. Time and again he argues that
his self-awareness was formed in the Bahamas, where Blacks made up the majority of the
population, and where relationship to American racial politics is balanced by this experience.
Reflecting on the incident with the police in his second memoir, he asserts that the experiences of
his early years worked “to put a certain kind of youngster on that boat heading for Florida in
1943…by then I had already fashioned my own rules—rules quite contrary to what Florida was
then saying to me”(Measure 132). He reiterates this point in his later text, explaining to his great
granddaughter that “One of my few advantages in weathering the storms [of American racism]
ahead was that even by age fifteen I had a core of knowledge that was going to travel with me—a
sense of who I was, regardless of what the world chose to say to me” (Life 60). While it is true that
Poitier arrived on the shores of the United States with a strong sense of s elf, he nonetheless could
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not help but be affected by American racism. Fortunately, Poitier had the opportunity to
acknowledge and work through the trauma of his migration and American racism.

The Mind of the Man
At age sixteen, Poitier joined the army; it was there that he was finally able to come to terms
with his traumatic past. Even the army could not protect Poitier and other Black men from racism;
he recalls that while in the army he and other members of his all-black outfit, all dressed in uniform,
were refused service in a bar because the establishment did not “serve niggers”(This Life 69). In
response to this insult, Poitier and the sixty men in his outfit “tore that place to absolute shreds”
(This Life 70). The incident with the racist bar owner was just one more insult to Poitier’s dignity,
his sense of self, his masculinity. Besides his own traumas, while in the forces as a member of the
127th M edical Detachment at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Northport, Long Island,
Poitier was routinely challenged by the trauma of others. The “hospital tended to shell-shocked
soldiers” (Goudsouzian 39). The irony of Poitier taking care of “shell-shocked soldiers” should
not be missed here, since Poitier’s migratory experience had had a similar effect on him.
Goudsouzian describes all the trauma Poitier experienced since migrating to the United States, and
explains the psychological effects of migration on many West Indians at large:
American race prejudice had pushed him [Poitier] into a bunker. The Klan march
through Liberty City, the incident with the M iami police, the Harlem riot, and the
Oyster Bay donnybrook had all threatened his self-worth. Like many West Indians,
Poitier struggled under the blanket of race that America threw over all people with
black skin. (41)
His time in the army, however, provided Poitier with the tools necessary for his survival; it is in
the army that he first encounters psychiatry.
Shortly after the bar incident, Poitier decided that he wanted out of the army, and in an effort
to obtain a discharge he pretended to have a mental breakdown and threw a chair at a superior
officer. He explains that he wanted to be released on a “Section 8, which means being discharged
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at the convenience of the government. The only way you could get that kind of Section 8 was by
being declared crazy”(This Life 72).

Poitier’s ‘crazy’ performance led to five weeks of sessions

with the army psychiatrist. Poitier writes of these sessions: “We talked—just talked and talked.
We talked about how I felt, where I was from, what life was like where I came from” (This Life
76-77). It is ironic that Poitier’s initial encounter with psychiatry occurs while he is in the Army;
seeking psychological help from a patriarchal perspective is usually seen as a less than masculine
endeavor; men don’t need help, men do not talk, and if they do, they most certainly do not talk
about their feelings. Paradoxically, joining the Army and fighting for one’s country is often times
accepted as a rite of passage into patriarchal masculinity. Poitier’s encounter with psychology
while in the Army, however, disrupts the traditional narrative of military service as the route to
patriarchal masculinity via impersonal violence that binds men together.

I would argue that

Poitier’s encounter with psychotherapy, though mandatory at the time, was one of the most
profound experiences of his life.10 This early experience made it possible for him to seek similar
help later on in his life.
The opportunity to talk, to talk about his feelings, is one that many men do not have, and
those who do seldom take advantage of it. The psychological intervention indelibly affects
Poitier’s life and sense of self. Even though he claims in all of his texts that his self-awareness
stems from his strong knowledge of self which was developed during his time in the Bahamas, I
would suggest that psychotherapy also helped him to understand the insidious nature of racism
and patriarchy which affected him in ways he could not begin to understand on his own. Describing
his therapy sessions in his first text, he writes, “apparently, in the discussions we’d been having, I
kept repeating that I was as good as anybody. That no man was better than I was —no man…I was
not ever going to conceive of myself being less than any other man”(This Life 77). What Poitier
discovers during these sessions is a deep-seated anxiety regarding his manhood; a manhood he

10

Poitier also reflects on this incident in his other two texts. While he dedicates even less space to the discussion of
his interaction with the psychologist, it clearly states that the experience was life changin g for him.
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subconsciously determined would “measure up” to that of his white counterparts. Of his
psychologist, Poitier writes
He helped me to understand that because I was surrounded by a society that seemed
to be perpetually hostile to blacks, I assumed a position, a pose, designed to say: I
am not going to let you dismiss me, hostile world. He led me inside myself, where I
discovered that my psychological guard was constantly up, sometimes unnecessarily
(This Life 77).
What Poitier discovers is that, like many other Black men in America, he had adopted what
sociologists Richard M ajors and Janet M ancini Billson call a “cool pose.” M ajors and Billson
explain that “adopting a cool pose…is a strategy that many black males use in making sense of
their everyday lives…coolness as a strength may be linked to pride, self-respect, and
masculinity”(xi). Luckily, Poitier was also able to recognize at a young age that it is not necessary
to maintain this guard at all times. M ajors and Billson also explain that while the cool pose may
benefit those who use it, there is also the potential “to condition the black man to suppress and lose
touch with all his feelings, including those that might facilitate nurturant relationships with others”
(12). Poitier’s “cool pose” protected him from becoming victim to a crippling racial inferiority
complex but similtaniously made him anxious regarding his manhood. While the army
psychologist diagnoses him as sane, Poitier questions the veracity of that diagnoses.
Who is to say I wasn’t, in fact, living through some temporary insanity through the
whole period of my early exposure to America? From the moment I got off that
fucking boat, I began to experience this new, different, strange, complex, crazy
society. And once I became attuned to the strangeness of the racial situation in
M iami, that did weird things to my head. Who knows what it did to me emotionally?
I must have been terribly disoriented (This Life 78).
I think Poitier might agree that he was, to some degree, suffering from a type of shell shock during
those early years in the United States due to his encounters with American racism. While his initial
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encounter with psychology helped the young Poitier negotiate his place as a young Black man in
racist America, he would learn that he would need even more help in negotiating his interpersonal
relationships.

Poitier’s Problem with Women
Poitier saw a psychiatrist for a period of five weeks in 1944 just prior to his leaving the
Army. In 1961 he again began seeing a psychoanalyst; Poitier reports that he would see her four
to five times a week for nine years. (This Life 268) The thirty-four year old Poitier originally sought
the help of a psychoanalyst to help him sort through his emotional quandary; he was torn between
staying with his wife Juanita or leaving her for his lover Diahann. He writes that he needed to
work through the anxieties, pain, and confusion this caused him. Here Poitier breaks several taboos
by exposing the psychological and emotional complexities that men experience. Poitier was
referred to the doctor by fellow West Indian actor Harry Belafonte, who “confessed to being, on
occasion, all but paralyzed by an inability to cope with the avalanche of press ures, crises, guilts,
rages, and fears”(This Life 263); Poitier also asserts that Diahann Carroll started seeing a
psychologist shortly after he began. By exposing these entertainers as its proponents,
Poitier destigmatizes psychoanalysis as something Black people—much less Black men—don’t
do.
Though Poitier entered psychoanalysis in order to work through his issues with two specific
women, it eventually forced him to examine his relationship with many others, and even himself.
Poitier was first reluctant to see a female psychologist, but on their first meeting he asserts that he
found her to be the brightest mind he had ever met up to that point (This Life 265). While Poitier
does not mention the name of his psychoanalyst, he does explain that he stays with her for nine
years. During that time he discovered himself in an intimate way. He says of the experience,
Slowly but surely the analyst was getting a fix on me. But, fascinatingly enough, I
also was getting a fix on me. As I talked out these things, I started to ‘see’ me.
Flowing out of me, my words free associating, came a series of glimpses into the
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early life of a little boy as he really was before he grew old enough to censor out the
painful parts. I was seeing for the first time a kind of whole Sidney (This Life 266).
Poitier’s speaking his pain helps him to reconnect with the boy that he once was. Psychoanalysis
also helped him to understand his latent resentment of his mother, which he sugges ts stemmed
from “her lack of gentleness while dressing [him] when [he] was small” (This Life 266). He also
resented that his mother would take out her anger on him, usually with a slap to the back of the
head (This Life 267).11 Poitier describes her anger and her silence: “She was quick to anger—
quick to anger. No, she wasn’t. She was volatile, not angry. But when you did get her angry, O
Lord!” (This Life 9); in his later two texts, Poitier’s characterization of his mother is much different.
In his final text he describes her as “not a woman of many words…not always able to articulate
her thoughts and feelings” (Life 23).
Poitier’s residual anger with his mother can be seen in the way he originally described the
scene in which she taught him to swim. T he bitter language in the paragraph seemed reserved for
his mother even though his father was also taking part in the “lesson.” But I would argue that
Poitier continues to use the tools he learned during his psychoanalysis sessions; we can see through
reading his autobiographies his continued efforts to understand and come to terms with his mother.
Interestingly, by the time Poitier revisits the story of his learning to swim in his third text, his
description of this scene is quite different.
At around ten months old or even younger, I followed family tradition by being more
or less tossed into the water as the two of them [mother and father] stood close by,
forcing me to literally sink or swim—rescuing me, of course, each time I became
fully submerged, picking me up, and tossing me back in again (LBM 24).
Almost thirty years after his first text, Poitier remembers the initiation somewhat differently. There
is none of the anger he leveled at his mother during his first writing, and he seems to hold both

Poitier writes that he held no resentment towards his father. “In those patriarchal days, my mother carried the
biggest burden in all things relating to the children”(266).
11
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mother and father equally accountable for the initiation. Though the elapsed time between the
writing of the first and third narrative may account for the differences in tone between the first and
second accounts of this narrative, it is clear that Poitier has reconsidered the roles of both mother
and father in this initiation rite.
The lack of malice in the second telling of the story, I would argue, is indicative of Poitier’s
coming to terms with the trauma of his past and his decision to forgive himself and both his mother
and father in order to heal. In his second text Poitier analyzes his relationship with his mother,
questioning his desire to hurt her on the eve of his departure for M iami. He writes, “Shortly before
I left, I said to her that when I got to America I wasn’t going to write to her or send her any money.
That was the most hurtful thing I could say…But hurting her is what I had set out to do, getting a
little bit of revenge for something that she had done—what, I don’t now recall” (Measure 14). But
an older Poitier uses his text to return to his mother. Above all he wants to know “Who was this
person?” (Measure 14). While he describes her through her domestic duties as a mom, he also
acknowledges her personhood and wonders about what might have been shared between them if
either of them was able to speak to each other. Later, he even takes responsibility for the silences
in their relationship: “In hindsight, I might have opened up more to my mother,” he writes (Life
61). Nevertheless, in his later texts Poitier is able to celebrate the love she gave despite the silence
(Life 15-16). Ultimately, within the pages of this text, Poitier is able to find his way back to his
mother. He celebrates her life and connects with her spirit: “I feel that whatever is good in me is
that energy that she was. She put it into her last child” (16). We see then that the measure of this
man might be his ability to connect with the woman inside. By the end of his second text, it is
clear that Poitier’s measure of a man goes beyond the traditional phallocentric patriarchal norms.

Black Manhood beyond Measure
No doubt Poitier’s decision to dedicate his final autobiography to his great granddaughter
can be read as an acknowledgement of his move away from patriarchal masculinity. Interestingly,
Poitier’s resistance to phallocentric patriarchy does not mean a break from his own father; in fact,
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of his father he writes, “he was my frame of reference. He was the male I knew who took good
care of me, spent time with me, and talked with all of his children”(Life 198). What we see by
reading the three autobiographic texts together is Poitier’s project as an imaginative endeavor at
creating a Black male self in constant evolution, not limited to stereotypical images of Black
manhood. In fact, one could argue that with his autobiographic trilogy Poitier continues the work
started in that psychologist’s office all those years ago. He continues to talk (write), and in doing
so, expresses his feelings, his pain, and his joys. While we see that Poitier may not be totally free
of the bonds of phallocentric masculinity, he is nonetheless creating a model of masculinity that is
progressive. From his move to find his mother and embody her spirit in his second text, to his
transference of his legacy on to his great granddaughter (rather than a male heir), Poitier is the
exemplar of a progressive Black masculinity.
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